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Improved Steam Plow. 

The great obstacle in the way of plowing with steam 
is the weight of the steam engine. The weight of a 
locomotive is not o�iectionable when it runs upon 
hard iron rails, but it is very objectionahle when the 
locomotive is designed 
to run upon arable 
laud, and especially 
upon plowed ground. 
The first thing to be 
considered then for ma-
chinery for steam plow-
ing is the construction 
of a light engine and 
carriage. This has been 
the aim in designing 
the plow here illus
trated, which is thus 
described by the inven
tor:-

"'l'he object of my 
invention is the ."on
struction of a steam 
plow sufficiently light 
to be adapted to practi
cal use both on graEH 
land and on plowed 
ground. This I have 
effected by the combina
tion of three. essential 
fcatures:-lst, By the 
adoption of the lightest 
form of boiler known 
for the generation of a 
given quantity of steam; 
2d, By constructing the 
carriage of plate . and 
angle iron, by whiclt 
the necessary strength 
and stiffness is obtained 
with less weight than 
by the employment of any other material; and 3d, 
By making the supporting wheels of sufficient width 
to cover the ground throughout the whole width of 
the carriage; the wheels at the same time, being so 
arranged that the plow may be turned in a space the 
radius of which is equal to 
its own width. 

"The construction of the 
plow will be readily under
stood by inspecting the en
gravings, of which Fig. 1 is 
a perspective view, and Fig. 
2 a longitudinal vertical 
section. The whole width 
of the machine is 8 feet, 
the tW()' driving wheels, C 
C, are each 2� feet in width, 
and the guide wheels, C', 
are 1k feet each, running 
close together, and thus 
covering the space which is 
not trodden by the driving 
wheels. The piston rods 
of the steam cylinders, D' 
D', are joined by connecting 
rods to the cranks, M, 
upon the pinions, Q, which 

T, fitting- loosely around the axle, S, are secured the 
pins, t t, which pass throug-h the hub of the gear wheel, 
R, and which may be pressed into holes in the hub of 
the driving wheel, C, or withdrawn from the same by 
moving- the lever which communicates with the collar, 

,. -'. 
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T, and thus the axle, S, may be secured rigidly to 
either or both of the driving wheels, or may be allowed 
to turn loosely in their boxes at the will of the oper
ator. The guide wheels, C', run upon a short axle 
which is secured to the front part of the carriage by the 

pinions mesh into the gear wheels, R, that are fastened king- bolt, n. Around this king bolt is a spur wheel, 
firmly upon the axle of the driving wheels, C. Thus into which meshes a pinion upon the lower end of the 
.several strokes of the engine are required to effect one steering shaft, so that the direction of the guide wheels 
revolution of the driving Wheels. The driving wheels, may be changed at the pleasure of the steersman. The 
C, fit loosely upon the axle, S, but they may be secured rods th;1t actuate the clutches by which the driving 
to the spur wheels, K, at the will of the operator, by wheels are connected with the engine, are carried for, 
means of a clutch represented in Fig. 3. To the collar, ward within easy reach of the steersman, and when he 

desires to turn the carriage round he throws one wheel 
out of action, upon which wheel the carriv.ge turns as 
upon a pivot. 

"The plows, A' A' A', are secured to a triang-ular 
frame at the rear of the carriage, which frame is so 

arranged as to be raised 
perpendicularly 1). p 
w a r d s  clear of the 
ground, whenever it is 
desired to pass over the 
ground without plow
ing, or in order to avoid 
any obstruction that 
may be encountered. 
The arrangement by 
which the frame may be 
thus raised is plainly 
shown in the cuts. The 
front bar, b, of the 
frame is supported at 
each side between two 
vertical hangers, c c, 
and it is suspended in 
the space between these 
hang-ers by the chains, 
J and J', and by the 
link, d, upon the end 
of the shaft, e, in such 
a manner that it may 
be raised or lowered by 
turning the shaft, K, 
around which the upper 
ends of the chains are 
wound. A crank is ar
ranged within conveni· 
ent reach of the fireman 
to enable him to raise or 
lower the plow frame at 
will. The rear angle of 
the plow frame is sup
ported by a wheel, H, 

the axle of which is placed eccentric to the shaft of 
which it is a continuation, so that, by turning the 
shaft over in its bearings, the rear end of the plow 
frame may be raised or lowered to adjust the plows to 
run at any depth desired. 

Greenpoint, N. Y. 

" This also makes one 
of' the most convenient 
portable eng-ines for thresh
ing grain and other pur
poses. In this case the 
power is transferred to any 
other machine by coupling 
a shaft upon the end of 
the main driving shaft of 
the plow, the shaft to be 
coupled passing through 
one of the Wheels between 
the spokes." 

The patent for this in
vention was granted Dec. 
18, 1860, and for the pur
chase of rights, or for any 
further information in rela
tion to the matter, inquiriel' 
may be addressed to the in
ventor, John Reynolds, at 
No. 211 Dupont-street, 

IN the year 1841, during the brief existence of the 
Lone Star Republic of Texas, a letter sent from Arkan
sas to Brazoria, paid the following postage: $Uil6! 
Fifty-two letters can now be sent over the same route 
for that amount. 
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FOREIGN SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE. 

IRON PYRITES CONTAINING SILVER. 

A patent has been taken out in England by J. Long
maid for treating pyrites and other ores as follows : 
Th e  ores are first ground s o  a s  t o  pass through a sieve 
having about 100 holes to the square inch. They are 
then introduced into a furnace where two processes are 
constantly being carried on with the same heat. The 
first part of the process consists in the calcining of the 
pyrites, so as to reduce the sulphur in them to about 
five per cent ; and secondly, the decomposing of these 
calcined ores by common sal't. The ground ores, when 
first placed in a chamber of ,the furnace, evolve sul
phurous acid, which passes off into (lUother chamber, 
where it is converted into sulphuric acid by being 
brought in contact with a proper quantity of oxygen. 
These calcined ores are now withdrawn, mixed with 
about five per cent of common salt, then placed in 
another chamber of the furnace, where they are re
duced. After this they are smelted to obtain either 
the iron, copper, silver or tin which may be in them. 
This process would be very useful for California pyrites, 
if fuel were cheap in that State. 

CARTRIDGES FOR BREECH LOADERS. 

A patent for a cartridge made with gun cotton, 
covered with a skin of collodion, has been obtained by 
J. Macintosh, London, England. It is stated to be 
impervious to moisture; it readily ignites with a per
cussion cap and leaves no residue after firing. Gun 
cotton ignites so rapidly that it is very liable to burst 
a rifle or cannon. -Were this not the case it would be 
preferable to gunpowder for firearms. 

' 

PURIFYING COAL OILS. 

A patent has recently been taken out in England by 
W. R. Bowdich, of Wakefield, for a peculiar method 
of purifying coal oil. In a proper vessel-called a 
purifier-he arranges it with a tray on its upper part, 
which can be heated to a proper temperature. On this 
tray is placed sifted lime (hydrated peroxyd of iron 
may be used, but clay is preferred) and pounded clay, 
and these are slightly raised above the boiling point of 
the oil. When the purifying material is at the propel' 
temperature, the oils are to be sent into the lower part 
of, and allowed to pass upwanls through the hot puri
fier, after which they are to be condensed in the usual 
way. Care must be taken not to send in the oils too 
rapidly. Care is also required to prevent the tar liberated 
by this process from passing over with, and becoming 
absorbed in, the purified oils. The tar will not pass 
with the purified oils, if the purifying material be not 
saturated with oil; but it will pass if the purifying 
material is saturated. It is requisite, therefore, to 
supply the hot purifier with the coal oil slowly, so that 
the purifying material may not become saturated. 
The purified oil will then be of good color. The oil 
passing from the purifier and through the condenser 
should be received into a glass vessel at intervals and 
examined; and, if found colored, the quantity passing 
through the hot purifier should be lessened. If with 
a slow current the distilled oil be colored, the hot 
purifier should be charged with fresh purifying mate
l'ial. The purified oils absorb some part of the gases 
produced in the process of purification, which gases 
evolve more odor than the oils have naturally. Such 
gas may be removed, and the smell of the oils im
proved by washing them with a solution of caustic 
soda 01' potash, and subsequently with water, The 
quantity of removable matter is so small that a weak 
solution of alkali is sufficient, and the oils without it 
are so good that probably the washing will not be 
thought necessary, except where smell is of great im
portance. Experience shows that a quantity of heated 
purifying material, equal to about a fourth of the 
weight of oil to be purified, gives an excellent result. 
The claim is for the passing of coal oils through slacked 
lime, or pounded clay, or hydrated peroxyd of iron, 
heated above the distilling point of the oils, as de
scribed, by which treatment tar and sulphur com
pounds are removed, and the oils are rendered whiter 
and free from disagreeable smell. 

STEAM NAVIGATION ON ]1.�GLISH CANALS. 
It is rather singular that steam navigation on Amer

ican canals should have been unsuccessful, as described 
on page 39 of the present volume of the SCIENl'IFIC 
AMERICAN, while in England it has become so success
ful as to reduce the cost of conveying freight no less 
than 25 per cent. The Grand Junction Canal Company 
which formerly used to tow their boats with horses

! 
, 

have dispensed with animal power, and now use steam 

�ht Jdtutifit �mtrita". 
alone. There are 5,000 miles of canal in Great Britain, 
representing a capital of about $200,000,000, and since 
the adoption of steam as the propelling agent, the 
traffic increased last year 25,000 tuns. 'rhe most pecu
liar feature in the steamboats which are now employed 
by the Grand Junction Company plying between London 
and Birmingham or Manchester, is an improved form 
of screw propeller, called the " waggle tail, " which has 
the advantage of keeping all the disturbance of the 
water immediately behind the stern of ihe boat, instead 
of spreading it right and left. The effect of this im
provement is at once to secure the canal banks from 
being damaged by the wash and to economize the 
motive power. 

FRENCH RAILROADS. 

The French government is reported to be contem
plating the purchase of all the railroads in that country. 
An article in the Revue des deux �londes, in opposition to 
this centralizing project, points out that the Russian, 
Austrian and Belgian governments, which all began by 
constructing railroads, lmve found it advantageous to 
get rid of most of them and encourage private enter
prise. Already the French government monopolizes 
" the manufacture of arms, gunpowder, naval architec
ture, public works, tobacco, salt, the conveyance of 
private messages by telegraph, the conveyance of small 
parcels, and controls the management of forests." It 
is the conservative or rather distrustful system which 
has caused France to be surpassed in railway extension, 
not only by England, but by Germany and Belgium. 
France is in the third rank, as regards the mileage of 
railroads executed or authorized by decree ; in the 
seventh rank in respect to the amount of her popula
tion served by railroads; and in every point inferior as 
compared with England and Belgium. 

As regards commercial facilities and the general 
industry of the people, Louis Napoleon has been a great 
patron of the industrial arts. He must beware, how
ever, and not curtail individual effort by adopting a 
grand centralizing system. The great advancement 
and prospeIity of the United States are principally due 
to intelligent and general individual effort, 

Supposed Can�; ·Speedily Cured. 
The Dental Cosmos contains an account of a case by J. 

L. Suesserot, M. D., relating to an aged lady who had 
suffered for such a length of time from a large ulcer 
on the inside of the lower lip that it was at last held to 
be malignant cancer. The exciting cause of this was the 
protruding apices of the roots of the central lower inci
sors which had escaped the notice of the attending physi
cian (a gentleman of acknowledged ability in his pro
fession), because of the coating of tartar, which rendered 
their appearance very similar to that of the ulcer. Dr. 
Suesserot says respecting it :-" Prompted by a desire 
to benefit the patient, and at the same time demon
strate the advantage of a dental education, I was 
induced to commit the unprofessional act of oper
ating before the invitation was extended. No 
regular instrument being at hand, I called for a t"ble 
fork, and, in a much shorter time than the writing of 
this has consumed, I relieved the greatly distressed 
patient of a disease which she had expected would very 
soon terminate her existence. Nearly all of the 
alveolar margin having been absorbed, by placing a 
prong of the fork under the protruding lower end of 
the root, the operation of evulsion was readily per
formed; and by the removal of th[,t which had become 
a foreign substance, the diseased condition of the lip, 
as well as all the surrounding parts, was speedily 
removed. As this is not an isolated case, it would be 
well for the cause of humanity were the dentist more 
frequently called in consultation ; the diseases of the 
teeth and their surroundings being his special province, 
many morbid changes which too often escape the notice 
of the physician, or are considered by him of minor 
importance, might be detected, and disastrous results 
prevented. " 

----�----�.�.�.�,--��----SUBMISSION TO IlIPROVEMENTS . -In our time when 
science and art are making such rapid strides that 
almost every day startles us with the announcement 
of a new discovery calculated to annihilate time, or 
increase the productiveness of labor, mechanics often 
find themselves encroached upon in their occupation, 
and instinctively take a stand against the revolution 
intended. Nothing can be more natural, or, on calm 
reflection, more compl�tely hopeless. The consequence 
is inevitable. The mechanic must submit, and expect 
to receive his reward indirectly and in the course of 
time.-Shoe and Leather Reporter. 

AMERICAN NAVAL ARCHITECTURE, 
lReporteu for the Scientific American.] 

TilE IRON STEAlISHIP " WM . O. HEWES." 

'This is one of the largest iron steamships ever built 
in this country. She was launched on the 15th of 
December, in the presence of 5, 000 people. Her hull 
was built hy Messrs. Harlan, Hollingsworth & Co. , 
of Wilmington, Del. Her machinery was constructed 
by the Morgan Iron Works, of New York City. 'rh� 
route of her intended service is from New Orleans to 
Galveston . For strength and beauty of model, this 
steamer cannot be surpassed, 'Ve append full and 
correct particulars of her hull and machinery :-

Length on deck, 239 feet 4 inches ; length at load 
line, 239 feet ; breadth of beam (molded), 33 feet; 
depth of hold, 10 feet ; depth of hold to spar deck, 18 
feet ; draft of witter at load line, 9 feet ; area of im
mersed section at the above draft, 270 square feet ; 
displacement at loafl line, 1253 tuns ; tunnage, 
1477& tuns . 

Her frame is of 'Vlought iron bars, 4 inches hy 1 
inch and 4 inches by -� of an inch in thickness, which 
aTe f[,stened with keepers 3� inches by it of an inch 
thick, every 12 inches, together with rivets it of an 
inch in diameter. Distance of fmme apart from cen
ters, 16 inches ; they arc molded 4 inches and sided 
1 inch. Number of strakes of plate, fTOm keel to gun
wale, 16 ; thickness of plates, :! to {-t of an inch. 
There are 14 cross floors, shaped 1; depth of these, 
18 inches ; thickness, 16 and �. of an inch, forming 
belts with angle iron on top, six of them continuing 
up to guard deck clamp, and the balance to main 
deck lodger. Shape of keel, U ;  constructed of douhle 
plates, % and Z of an inch in thickness ; depth of same, 
6 inches. There are 10 fore-and-aft keelsons, 18 
inches high and shaped, '1'; these me c'rtpped with 
angle iron, continuing from end to end. 

'rhe YVm. G. lleu'es is fitted with one vertical beam 
condensing engine ; number of cylinders, one ; diam
eter of same, 50 inches; length of stroke of piston, 
11 feet ; length of engine room, 76 feet ; diameter of 
water wheels oyer boards, 30 feet ; length of wheel 
blades, 7 feet 6 inches ; width of blades, 7 feet 6 
inches ; depth of blades, 1 foot 8 inches ; number, 26 ; 
material, iron ; dip of wheels at load l ine, 6 feet. 

She is also supplied with one return tubUlaT boiler, 
made of steel plates, which is the only one of any size 
ever constructed in this country. Length of boiler, 
21 feet ; breadth, 17 feet ; hight, exclusive of steam 
chimney, 9 feet ; location, in hold, forward of engine ; 
it has a water bottom. Number of furnaces, 4 ;  breadth 
of same, 3 feet 6 inches ; length of grate bars, 6 feet 8 
inches ; number of tubes, above, in boiler, 92 ; num
ber of flues below, 8; internal diameter of tuhes 
above, 5 inches ; internal diameter of flues below, 1 
foot 7 inches ; length of tubes above, 15 feet ; length 
of flues below, 11 feet 4 inches. Diameter of smoke 
pipe, 68 inches ; hight, above grates, 50 feet. The 
boiler possesses a grate surface of 93 square feet, and a 
heating surface of 2, 600 square feet ; consumption of 
coal, per hour, 1, 680 pounds ; maximum pressure of 
steam, 30 pounds, cut-off at one-half stroke ; maxi
mum revolutions at this pressure, 18; weight of en_ 
gines, 190,000 pounds ; weight of boiler, with water, 
102, 690 pounds. 

In addition to these essential features, the followin" 
deserve attention :-Bunkers are of wood and iron ; the 
vessel is fitted with tlnee anchors, weight, respect
ively, 2,000, 1, 300 and 400 pounds ; water ways are of 
wood ; she has three bulkheads, iron braced with 
angle iron ; the water wheels have gunwale bearings; 
she has one independent steam fire and bilge pump, 
two bilge pumps, two fire pumps, one bilge injection, 
and !five bottom valves or cocks, arranged as follows:
Two fOT fire pumps, two for injection pump, and one 
for steam pump. Ample protection against communi
cation from fire has been made, in the shape of iron, 
tin, &c. , &c. 

This steamer is named in honor of the President of 
the New Orleans, Ohio and Great Western Railroad 
Company, of New Orleans ; she will be commanded by 
Capt. James Lawless, formerly of the steamship Ori
zaba. 

In the furnishing of the steamer, expense has been 
a secondary consideration ; the saloons are of hard 
wood finish, and fitted up in the most gorgeous style. 
Credit is j ustly due to Messrs. Harlan, Hollingsworth 
& Co. for such a successful and splendid production. 
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India-Rubber Manufactures. 
[Concluded from pugfl [)9.] 

'l'o return, however, for a time to our own country. 
'1'he application of india-rubher to waterproof g'trments 
j,y Charles lIIacintosh was the first practical adapta
tion on a large scale either here or abroad; and the 
immense nnmber which were sold proved fully their 
appreciation by the public. In 1830, the first attempt 
Itt overshoes in this country was made by Thomas 
Hancock, who took out a patent in that year for a 
eompoBition for coating linen or cloth, or moulding 
into shoes. These, however, were a failure for the 
same reason that all manufactured india-rubber goods 
had hitherto been found deficient-they would not 
withstand the action of the atmosphere. '1'here was 
evidently a goal not yet reached-a grand secret which 
must be discovered ere success should fully attend the 
manufacture', or the value of the material be fully 
proved. Its application, however, to various useful 
purposes was constantly going on, and both in France 
and this country, as well as in America, large sums 
were expended in perfecting machinery for masticat
ing, spreading, and otherwise preparing the gum. 
One singular application was made, in 1840, by press
ing it into blocks combined with sawdust and finely
broken stone, for paving roads. This patent-for it 
was made the subject of one-we fear did not prove 
T"lllunerative to the inventor, as it does not seem to 
Imve ever been turned to practical account. Several 
pflknts wore also taken out for cutting india-rubber 
thread, and applying it woyen with silk and cotton to 
yarious purposes where elasticity was Tequired-a 
branch of manuf,wture which still exists as one of the 
most s1lccessful of its applications. 

'l'he year 1843 saw the introduction, however, of 
the long-sought-for "clia.Fge," by which· the gum was 
rendered inadhesive and elastic alike under the influ
ence of heat or cold. 

The merit of this invention, about which there has 
been much litigation, is unquestionably due to Charles 
Goodyear, although a patent was taken out \n this 
country hy Thomas Hancock prior to Goodyear's, 
which beaTS date two months later. Reasons for this 
:Ire, however, given in the case of the American, 
which arc fully borne out by facts. 

\Tlllcanization, produced, as is now well known, by 
tile action of sulphur under the influence of heat, 
milks amongst the most important discoveries of the 
present century, and the discoverers have each, in 
t heir respective countries, reaped the reward of their 
labors by large returns received under patents granted 
to them for the process. 

The establishment of the india-ruhber manufacture 
ill America, though dating later than that of England, 
has reacned greater perfection, and is more thoroughly 
understood than in this country. The first manufac
tory of any consequence was started there in 1832, and 
was called the Roxbury India-rubber Company, whilst 
here the first, we believe, was that of Mr. Charles 
Macintosh, who commenced in the year 1821, more 
than ten years pTevious. 

' 

Charles Goodyear was horn in New Haven, United 
States, in Decemher, 1800, and for upwards of thirty 
years was engaged with his father and brothers in the 
hardware and clock business at Connecticut and Phila
delphia. During this time, indeed in his early days, 
commenced the development of that inquiring aud in
yentive genius which afterwards led to such great re
snits when his attention was turned to india-rubber. 
Many ingenions and useful inventions in connection 
with his trade added to the celebrity of the firm, which 
then held a position as one of the first hardware eon
cm·ns in the United States. From extended credit and 
heavy 10SSGB, however, the firm were obliged to suc
cumb, and young Goodyear, who had charge of a re
iail store at Philadelphia in connection with his 
father'sfactory, was left, after repeated imprisonments 
for debt, with no very bright prospects for the future. 
It was at thTs time that accident drew his attention to 
the decomposition of india-rubher goods, and he was 
told that if any means could be discovered to prevent 
it, a very large sum of money might be realized by the 
invention; the numerous manufactories then existing, 
and the hl·ge Sllms of money invested, being placed in 
jeopardy by the goods being thus rendered unsaleable. 
He immediately turned his attention to this point, 
and from that time to the day of his recent death, 
through good and evil report, in wealth and in pov
erty, in pri80n or palace, the sick bed or the traveling 

carriage, he never ceased to give the one point of ren
dering india-rubber a perfect material his whole atten
tion. The perseverance which induced this deserved 
success, and in 1839 he was rewarded oy the discovery 
of vulcanization. 

His first attempts were commenced in his own cot
tage, where, with the assistance of a New England 
wife, who was his only friend through many struggles 
and depressions, he succeeded in making a few pair of 
overshoes, as he thought of a superior kind to those 
made by the companies then in existence; but, alas! 
they proved like the rest, and were destroyed after a 
short exposure to the air, indeed sooner than those 
without his "improvement." On looking at his 
stores, when about to take them into the market, he 
found them "one mass of melted gum." TIlis was a 
sad failure, and the furniture of the cottage had to go 
fOT the sustenance of his family. Cast down, but not 
undaunted, he put his family in a boarding-house, 
and set off for New York to continue his experiments. 
Here he met with a friend to give him lodging and a 
chemist who found him his drugs. He went to work 
again with magnesia and lime, and produced some in
adhesive materials, which, though apparently at the 
time perfection, turned out, like the rest, failures; 
though he exhibit�d and obtained a medal for the im
provement at the ·:(air (of the American Institute. 
While experimenting .with lime)18 washed his mate
rial with nitric acid to remove the lime from the sur
face, and discovered what is known as the acid-gas 
proce�s, which he patented and found of grcat value. 
During the winter of 1836-37 he entered into partner. 
ship with a Mr. Ballard to make goods on this plan, 
and they took steam-power in Bank-street, at the 
same time making arrangements for occupying a large 
factory on Staten Island that had been already tenant
ed by a corporation in New York for the manufacture 
of india-rubber goods, but which, from their inability 
to surmount the difficulties of the business, had been 
closed for some time. TI10 mercantile disasters, how
eyer, of 1837 included the friend who was to find the 
capital, and he was left without the means of carrying 
forward his plans. Again was the little home broken 
up, and he had to seck the assistance of a brother al
most as poorly off as himself. I�ocated on Staten 
Island, he was allowed admission to the machinery of 
the closed factory, and there made a few goods to ob
tain his daily bread. 'l'hese, though the general lot of 
inventors, were hard trials to be borne. 

The heavy losses which had heen incurred by all 
who had invested in india-rubber "stock" made it 
utterly impossible to induce any oue to assist him. 
He found the same state of things at Boston, and, 
taking some of his specimens to Roxbury, Mass., he 
found no better encouragement there, that company 
having entirely abandoned the manufacture. He here, 
however, also obtained access to the machinery, and 
still went on struggling for success. In 1838 his at
tention was first drawn to the U5e of sulphur by Mr. 
Hayward, a gentleman connected with one of the in
dia-rubber companies, who was using his solvent im
pregnated with it as a dryer. Goodyear'S notice being 
thus drawn to it, and seeing a value in it which Hay
ward did not, he purchased the patent which had 
been taken out at his suggestion, and which simply 
claimed the u�ing of sulphur as described, neither 
party having any idea of vulcanization afterward dis
covered by Goodye�tr. 

During this time he issued several licenses for work
ing under his acid-gas and solarizing process, which 
was thought a great improvement, and which brought 
him in a few thousand dollars. His fortunes seemed 
in the ascendant, and he manufactured large quanti
ties of fancy articles, and obtained an OTder from the 
government for a number of mail-bags. With all the 
goods he was now making he mixed large quantities of 
pigments-chromes, white lead, and vermilion-but 
without chemical knowledge, he was ignorant of the 
effect of these metallic colors on the india-rubher after 
underg·oing his acid-gas process, and the result was, 
that the whole proved a ruinous failure, all the goods 
decomposing within a short time after their comple
tion. Everything he possessed was again brought to 
the hammer, and his aged parents, whom he had been 
for some time supporting, together with his own fam
ily and two younger brothers, were left penniless. 
Four years had been spent in experiments, all of which 
had proved fmitless, and it was generally agreed by 
those who had hitherto assisted him "that the man 
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who could proceed further in a course of this sort wns 
fairly deserving of all the distress brought upon him· 
self." No hope could be looked for in that quarter. 
The only ad vice he got was to return to the hard ware 
business; even his licensees, discouraged by their fail
ures, would not grant him any assistance. The india
rubber trade in the Uuited States was at its lowest 
ebb, the ruinous losses which had fallen upon thOi'll 
who had invested their money in it making it a puhlk 
calamity. He had, howe,'cr, made it his leading star, 
and no persuasions could make him giYe it up. lte
dueed to poverty and the pawn-shop, he is described 
as being recognizable" as a man who has on an india
rubber cap, stock, coat, vest, and shoes, with an india
rubber pur�e without a cent of money in it" -an en
couraging picture for those to whom he applies for 
help. But fortune was in store for him. One day ac
cidentally bringing a portion of ruhber mixed with sul
phur, which he had in his hand, in contact with a hot 
stove, he found that it had undergone a change such 
as he had not before noticed, and following up the ex
periment for some months alone in the factory at 
·Woburn, he discovered the process which makes it 
proof against cold, and the usual solvents, and, as he 
himself says, he felt amply repaid for the past, and 
quite indifferent as to the trials of the future. Perse
verance had met with its reward, and the future, 
though not hright at first, and often clouded ovel· hy 
tTouble, eventually bore out his hopes to their fullest 
extent. Not to follow too clo�ely hi� �hequeTed career, 
we may here state that although he at once patented 
his invention, two yeaTS elapsed hefore he coul,l get 
any one to assist him in hringing it before the puhlic, 
such was the general aversion to any more experimentK 
with what had hitherto pro,'ed so disastrous a failure 
-a state of things so unfavorable to the prolllulgation 
of the discovery as can well be imagined. The inter
val was occupied by making various improvements, 
life being sustained oy means of diverse loans of five 
and ten dollars, presents of barrels of flour from sym
pathizing fdemIs, p"wJ1ing even his childn,n's school
books, and other shifts with which poverty is familiar. 
He felt he had now, however, grounds of assurance 
which had never existed with regard to previous im
provements. The discovery was made in winter, 
and the specimens did not harden. Rummer returllcd 
and they did not soften hy heat. 

Swallowing Indigestible Substances. 
Dr. Read exhibited at the Boston Society for Medical 

Improvement, a quantity of stones varying in size 
from that of a PClt to that of a cherry, which had pass· 
cd ihrough the intestinal canal of a boy seven year,; 
old. Having seen one of the performers at a circus 
swallow, or pretend to swallow stones, he resolved to 
follow his example, and in the course of one afternoon 
he swallowed sixtyfour, the united weight of which 
was a little more than nine ounces, and which filled 
an eight ounce bottle. 

On the next day the stones could be felt through 
the walls of the abdomen, aJl(l, upon percussion, could 
be heard to rattle, but pro,luced no ineonyenience. 
Castor oil was administered, and they were readilyex
pelled. 

At the same meeting, the proceedings of which nre 
reported in the Boslon .;}Iedical alld Surgical.Tournal, Dr. 
Tyler said that it was a common tiling for patients at 
the McLean Insane Asylum, to swallow small objects, 
such as pieces of glass, coal, stone, thimbles, &c. 
Recently a woman swallowed a crochet needle which 
was voided without inconvenience. Among some of 
the patients was a curious propensity to swallow to,'\(IR, 
and there is now in the Asylum a man who has swal· 
lowed half a dozen live toads without injury. 

Dr. Adams stated, that in a case of obstruction of 
the bowel, which followed the eating of a large quan
tity of cherries and swallowing the stones, the nurse 
collected and counted one thousand and seventy-sp.vm 

cherry stones which were evacuatc,l. 
Dr. Agnew, of this city, has in his private eolledion 

a preparation of the stomach aud intestines from an 
ins"ne patient, in which m·e accumulated an extra
ordinary variety of foreign materials, mnong which 
we recollect having seen long strips of bandage, Bl1,;
penders, portions of clothing, buttons, &c. 

A SOLID cake of gold, worth nearly $50,000, has been 
sold to the Bank of New South Wales, and the quartz 
reef from which it was obtained will produce $150,000 
It year for many years to eome_ 
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ROMANCE OF THE STEAM ENGINE. 

ARTICLE VIII. 

AlIONTONS-FIltE WHEEL. 

After Savery, the next inventor who produced a pe
culiar caloric motor was Guillaume Amontons, of 
Paris, who was so deaf that he was thereby deprived 
of the sweets of social intercourse except with his 
own family. He early exhibit<Jd a taste for mechan
ics and, as is mostly the case with young enthusiasts 
in this line, his first efforts were directed to invent a 
perpetual motion. His experience soon taught him 
that he was in search of an impossibility, and he then 
aevoted his attention to other projects, among 
the rest a hot air engine entirely different from any 
that had preceded him. This machine was called a 
fire wheel by Amontons, and is described as being 
operated by the action of heated air forcing a quantity 
of water up one side of a wheel and producing a ro
tary motion by its differing weight from the other side. 
Amontons appears to have been partial to expansive 
air as the motive agent of his engine, represented in 
section by the annexed Figs. 1 and 2. This fire wheel, 
as described by its inventor, consists of two concentric 
rings connected and communicating with small pipes, 
I, 2, 3, 4, &c. The outer ring of the wheel is divided 
into several compartmeuts, a, b, c, d, e, t, &c. These 

were closed so as to have no connection with one an
other. The inner ring is divided into the same num
ber of compartments, a, b, e, d, e, t, &c.; each of these 
communicates with the adjoining chamber by a hinged 
valve opening only in one direction-upwards. Al
though the two rings and their series of compartments 
are placed at a distance, each compartment of the one 
communicates with a corresponding division of the 
otht'r by small pipes, 1, 2, 3, 4, &c. The wheel is so 
placed as to have one side of its periphery exposed to 
the action of a fire, and the other side is immersed in 
a cistern, y, of cold water. Four or five of the lower 
chambers of the inner series are filled with water. A 
fire is made in the furnace, x; this heats the air in the 
chamber, a, of the outer series, the air of which, be· 
coming rarefied, flows through the pipe, 1, into the 
chamber, a, of the inner series, and presses upon the 
water which it contains and forces it upwards into the 
divisions on the side of the wheel nearest the furnace, 
which gives it a preponderance and causes it to de
scend. The cell, a, is now in the position at first occu
pied by b, ande is in that where it begins to enter the 
cistern; the air which is contained in the divisions 
which had been heated now being brought into con
tact with the wat-er, it is condensed, and continues so 
until, by the revolution of the wheel, it is again 
brought, in its turn, into contact with the fire of the 
furnace. 

Nothing can be simpler than the hypothetical action 
of this mechanism; its effect was, as usual, not under
rated. The wheel was 12 feet in diameter, and the 
cells were calculated to contain 750 cubic feet of water, 
and an entire revolution to be made in about thirty
five seconds. This great weight, applied tangentially 
to one side of the wheel, was to give it a continuous 
preponderance, which was calculated, very minutely, 
to equal in effect the power of thirty-four horses, or 
two hundred and thirty-four men. 

Throwing the practical merit of this mechanism to· 
tally out of the question, the combination is exceed
ingly meritorious; and looking to the time of its in· 

vention, and the perfect novelty of the idea, it has 
many claims to a more favorable consideration as a 
first thought, than has usually been awarded to it. 
That it presents glaring defects cannot be denied; but 
had length of years been aIIoted by Providence to its 
amiable projector, the same ingenuity which first 
traced the outline might have effectively supplied its 
deficiences. A negative proof of its merit is, that it 
has been the typc of several attempts at the construc
tion of steam wheels among !!tter mechanics. 

While Amontons, in France, was engaged in his 
steam wheel, and Savery, in England, had achieved so 
brilliant a triumph, Papin was again exerting himself 
at Marpurg, in Germany, to bend the same powerful 
agent to the use of man; "as if the three nations of 
Europe, which had made," says Belidor, "the gl'eatest 
advances in science, were each anxious to furnish a 
learned man to participate in the glory of so fine a 
discovery. " 

I" •. 
ELECTRICITY AND SOME OF ITS PRACTICAL 

APPLICATIONS. 

ARTICLE V. 
When two electrodes of carbon are brought into con

tact with each other, or- an electrode of carbon is 
10wert1d upon mercury, there is produced the well
known- electric light. This light, which, for power 
and beauty, ·excels all other artificial luminaries, and 
is equalled only by the sun, is produced by a stream of 
small particles of carbon, which are transport€d from 
the positive to the negative electrode, where a portion 
of them is found piled in an irregular heap, and some
times crystallized. These particles are kept at a white 
heat by the battery, and while in that state give an in
tense light. 

it is, for the same number of cells, far superior to 
Daniells', although very expensive and troublesome in 
its working, and liable to the objections before given. 
A series of 40 cells of this battery, recently exhibited 
in Paris, produced a light equal in power to 3,500 wax 
tapers! The battery, though very convenient for pro
ducing the light, has been superseded, to some extent, 
by a machine in which no acids or liquids of any kind 
are used, the current being induced by permanent 
magnetism. 

Before proceeding to a description of this im pottan t 
piece of apparatus, it will be necessary to mention a 
� few of the principles of induction. 

/I \ t � The subject of induction should pro-
� perly be considered by itself, but it is 

so intimately connected with that of 

tIt the electric light that we shall con
sider it in this place. 

A number of years since, it was ob
served that if a current of electricity 

ff P was made to traverse one of two par-
allel wires, a wave of electricity was produced in the 
secondary wire, and in the opposite direction to that 
in the primary wire; and that when the current was 
broken. another current was produced in the same 
direction that the primary current had flowed. In the 
cut, S represents the secondary wire, and P the pri-
mary. 

In 1831, it was observed by Faraday that an electro
magnet possessed the same power. 'rhe cut represents 

Yz·q.8 a sectional elevation of such an arrangement. 
,jo . N S is a bar of soft iron, around which is �I� wound the primary or battery wire; S S is 

the secondary coil. In this case, both the 
oS' . J' primary and secondary currents flow in the 

. 
. 

same direction, because the secondary current 
lY is induced, not by the primary one but by 

the electro-magnet. The moment that the current 
ceases, there is induced another current, opposite in 
direction to the first. 

About the same time that he made this discovery, 
Faraday also found that permanent magnets possessed 
the same power of induction. The cut represents a 

device by which a spark may be ob
tained by the use of a common horse· 
shoe magnet, of moderate power. S 

_ •• �..s,' N represent the poles of the magnet, 
N and N' S' the extremities of its arma· 

ture. Around this, several feet of in
sulated wire are coiled, and its two 
ends brought as near as possible to 
each other without their touching. 
This being done, a faint spark will be 

seen whenever the armature is separated from, or 

brought in contact with the magnet. 

.. ., . 
Salt and its Offices. 

Some idea may be formed of the brilliancy of this 
light, from the fact that two chemists, while experi
menting with it, brought it too near their organs 
of vision, and, as a consequence, were confined to a 
dark room for several days, and barely escaped with 
their eyesight. Any such occurrence may be avoided 
by wearing green spectacles, which, although they 
prevent injury to the eyes, allow all the motions of 
the light to be studied, as well as its general charac
teristics. The flame takes the form of an arc when the 
electrodes are separated, which separation may be 
effected in a greater or less degree, according to the 
power of the battery. When the electrodes are separ
ated nearly to their farthest limit, more light is given 
off than in almost any other position; and to effect 
and maintain this separation continuously is a subject 
to which much attention has been and is being given 
in Europe, although it has attracted but little atten
tion in this country. The positive electrode wastes 
away with a rapidity controlled by various circum
stances, the worst varying from one-third of an inch 
and upward per hour. If the exact waste can be ob-
t· d Some modern agricultural writers have doubted the ame ,one of the electrodes can be fed forward by 
means of clockwork, and the interval between the two necessity of giving animals saIto The following re

kept of an uniform length. Another device is to have marks as to the effect of Ralt upon health, by Professor 

the current itself regulate the motion of the positive Johnston, may be relished by those who still put salt 

electrode; and such an arrangement is, if well con- in their own puddings, and allow their cattle a little 

stmcted, much the best, as it will accommodate itself now and then:-
The wild buffalo frequents the salt licks of Northwestern to a current of any power, while, if simple clockwork America; the wild animals in the central parts' of Sonth 

is used, a new adjustment must be made for every im- Afl'ica are a sure prey to the hunter who conceals himself 
portant change in the battery. One device is like the behind a salt spring; and our domestic cattle run peace· 

fully to the hand that offers them a taste of this delicious 
old fashioned steam engine, opening a port of the same luxury. From time immemorial, it has been known that, 
size for each stroke; the other like the modern en- without salt, man would miserably perish; and among hor

rible punishments, entailing certain death, that of feeding 
gine with its self-adjusting cut-off, varying the use of culprits on saltless food is said to have prevailed in barbar-
its port according to the pressure and the amount of ous times. Maggots and corruption are spoken of by an, 

k cient writers as the distressing symptoms which saltless wor to be done. The current required for the pro· food engenders; but no ancient or nnchemical modern 
duction of the electric light may be either one of great could explain how such sufferings arose. Now we know 
quantity or of great intensity. A current of quantity why the animal craves salt-why it suffers discomfort, and 

why it ultimately falls into disease it salt is fol' a time with
will produce a wide and short arc of flame, E E, while a held. Upward of half the saline matter of the blood (57 
current of intensity will produce a long and narrow per cent) consists of common salt, and as this is partially 

discharged every day through the skin and the kidueys, the ..INf!. C arc. From this, it is evident necessity of continued supplies of it to the healthy body 

.l!! .,;!2�0, :E that the battery best suited for becomes sufficiently obvious. The bile also contains soda 

c.: ....•... __ -=-_. p-- .. '�.(�. the production of this light is as a special and indispensable constituent, an� so do all the 
� cartilages of the body. Stint the supply of salt, therefore, -- --- one which gives a current both and neither will the bile be able properly to assist the di· 

of intensity and quantity and such a current is pro- gestion, nor allow the cartilages to be built up again as 
, I fast as they naturally waste. 

duced by a number of alternations of large cells. One 
of the best batteries for experimenting with this light 
is DanieIIs', twenty cells of which (the zinc being 
seven inches in hight and two in diameter) give a cur
rent sufficiently powerful to exhibit the light upon a 
small scale; but with from 50 to 100 cells, a magnifi
cent light will be produced. Bunsen's battery is 
chiefly used for this purpose, and when well managed 

DIMINISHED SLAUGHTER.--The number of hogs slaught
ered this season at LouisviIIe, Ky., and in its vicinity 
is 194,797, or about 40,000 less than at this time last 
year. The receipts of hogs at Cincinnati, Ohio, thus 
far this season, are 263, 363, a decrease of 111,000, as 
compared with last year to this time. 
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HAINE'S IMPROVED LEATHER DRIVING STRAP. GRANT'S IMPROVEMENTS IN BREAKWATERS. THE SCIENCE OF . COMMON THINGS. 

[From the London Engll1eer.J 

This invention of Mr. M. J. Haine, of ::;trood (pat
ented August 14, 1860) , has for its obj ect improve
ments in the manufacture of driving straps. For these 
purposes, the material (generally leather or hides) is 
cut into narrow strips or fillets, each strip or fillet 
being of the thickness of the intended driving strap, 
and these are placed side by side with the cut edges of 
the leather or material eomu:g to the upper and under 
surfaces of the intended driving strap, until the de
sired width of strap is obtained. In arranging the 
strips side by side, care is taken that the ends of the 
several strips or fillets come at a distance from each 
other ,  so that the strips or fillets break j oint, in order 
that the strap may not be weaker in one part than in 

W c find in the London Mechanics' Magazine, the de
scription of a newly-invented breakwater, which ap
pears to be so remarkably cheap in its construction, 
that we transfer the description and illustration to our 
columns :-

NUMBER V. 
BONES AND ROCKS. 

" In our examination of the beefsteak last week, we 
omitted all mention of the bit of bone in it. I wish to 
call your attention to this, as it contains a sample of 
the only remaining class of the simple elements. You 
remember that there are 62 elelIlents at present known, 
47 of which are metals. Wit h most of the metals 
which occur in any considerable quantity you are fami
liar ; the four principal organic elements I have de
scribed; and now thel'e remains a small class of other 
substances which are worthy of our attention. One of 
these is sulphur or brimstone, and another is phos
phol'Us. It is the latter which is contained in bones. 
A considerable portion of bones, as they exist in living 
b 3dies, consists of animal matter, but after this is re
moved, the remaining part-dry bones-are the phos
phate of lime. They arc composed of phosphoric acid 
and lime. If they were composed of simple phos
phorus and lime they would be called the phosphUT(Jt of 
lime, but combinations of phosphoric acid are called 
phosphates. Phosphol'US is extracted from bones and 
used, among other purposes, in the manufacture of 
friction matches. When warm it is soft like wax, but 
brittle when cold. If perfectly pure, it is colorless and 
transparent, but generally appears yellowish and 

another. In order to connect together the several 
strips thus laid side by side, the several strips are 
pressed together and holes are bored through them at 
intervals from edge to edge of the driving strap ; the 
strips may then be fastened together by introducing 
lengths of iron, copper or other wire , having a head 
formed at one end through the holes, and then turn
ing over, clinching or riV'Ming the other 'ends of the 
wires. Or the several strips may be united together 
by screws screwing through the holes in the several 
strips, the screws being screwed into the holes alter
nately, first from one edge of the strap and then·from 
the other, so that the heads of half of the screws will 
be on one edge, and the heads of the other half will be 
on the other edge . The several> strips may also be 
connected together after the holes have been made 
through them, as above described, by means of copper 
or other wires, two wires being employed for this pur
pose, and both wires being passed in opposite direc
tions through each hole, and each wire, after it has 
passed through one hole, being bent round and passed 
through the next hole , and so on ; or, in place of wire 
being employed, the several strips may be sewed to
gether, as described, by means of twine or any other 
material. In place of the holes being made in the 
several strips of leather after they have been placed 
side by side , each strip of leather may separately have 
holes made through it at regular intervals, so that 
when the strips are placed side by side the holes may 
correspond, and then be fastened by any of the before
mentioned means. 

These bands may be made of any required length, 
without laps or cross j oints ; their thiclmess being 
uniform from end to end, thero arc no weak places ; 
and all unequal strain being avoided, they work 
smoothly and perfectly straight. The inventor states 
that these bands can be made of any thickness or 
strength required, without sewing 01' l'iveting, thus 
avoiding the liability to ripping which SO frequently 
occurs in the common straps. By this mode of work
ing the strap on the edge of the leather instead of on 
the flat, all chance of cracking the grain of the leather, 
and thereby weakening the strap, and ultimately 
breaking it, is avoided. It is also claimed as an ad
vantage that they may also be used much slacker than 
the common strap, as the result of placing the edges 
of the leather in contact with the surface of the dnUll 
or pulley insures a mlwh larger amount of adhesion 
(or hugging, as it is technically termed) than is pro
duced by the ordinary method. 

'l'HE importation of dry goods for the week ending 
Jan. 12, were over $2, 500, 000, of which one and a half 
millions have gone at once to market . . In the same 
week last season only $300, 000 were marketed out of 
$1 , 500, 000 entered at the port. The figures indicate 
that importers in New York are to have ample assort
ments of goods, and that so far as supplying merchan
dise to the country is concerned, the political troubles 
have not been allowed to diminish the preparations 
thus far. 

Mr. J. Grant, of Glen Grant, Moray county, Scotland, 
has patented certain improvements in floating break
waters. His invention consists in forming a breakwater 
of any required number of apparatuses constructed as 
hereafter described. Each apparatus is formed of a frame 
made to carry a number of louvre boards or plates ; the 
main part of the frame is composed of two beams 
brought close together at that part which is to become 
the bottom of the apparatus. As the beams are car
ried upward they diverge and make a conical-shaped 
frame ; the louvre boards or plates are fitted at an 
angle into and across the beams. The beams have 
fixed on them buoys to increase or insure their buoy
ancy. Each separate apparatus is moored to a screw
pile , a block of stone, or other mooring by its lower 
end ; the upper end carries one or more projecting 
pins or s tuds, and iron rods, formed at both ends with 
eyes, are passed over the studs, to connect the appara
tuses to each other,  prevent their coming in contact, 
and unite any desired number of the apparatuses into 
a complete breakwatdr.  CEach apparatus floats verti
cally, or at a greater or '  lesser angie to the horizontal 
line , and is partially submerged. Each of the appara
tuses is capable of independent play, and the waves,  
striking against the louvre plates , are broken, and the 
water becomes comparatively still inside of the break
water. 

In the accompanying engraving two of these appara
tuses, connected together in the manner j ust described, 
are shown. The beams, forming the frame of each 
apparatus, meet and are fixed together at their lower 
part. Across them are louvre boards, inserted in the 
beams, one above the other, as shown. The buoys 
are secUTed to the frame, one at or near its upper part, 
and the other near the bottom thereof. A ring is 
bolted to the lower end of the frame, whereby it may 

be connected to It mooring or l,nchor. At the top are 
connecting rods ; they arc made witll eyes which 
pass over studs on the upper part of the frame, 
where they are secured by bolts, pins, or otherwise. 
Any number of these apparatuses may be connected 
together, and moored in a straight line, in a curve, or 
in any other figure according to the part to be protect
ed or the extent of water to be m:.do smooth. In some 
cases the connecting rods may be dispensed with. 

. . .. .  
LEAVES OF PLANTS.-Autumn leaves by millions rot 

in heaps unheeded, and yet each one a microscopic 
wonder of contrivance. And this snow wreath that 
half envelopes them, made up of myriads of crystals, 
melting while I look at them. What an utter waste 
it seems ! Wisdom and beauty thrown wholesale into 
a pit of corruption. Until the day of the resurrection 
we shall never comprehend this melancholy mystery. 
Then shall atoms all be portioned out, and every or
ganized particle of the earth' s crust be found to be It 
part of some soul ' s  tabernacle. Then shall we under
stand how Cmsar ' s  dust has also lived in the leaf, and 
his moisture effloresced in the snow, duly to be re
stored and produced when time and its use are no 
longer ; but meanwhile used everywhere, and nothing 
lost, mislaid, wasted or forgotten. -Dublin University 
.Wagazine. 

translucent merely. "  • 
" Do you say that the phosphorus which is used for 

making matches is obtained from bones ? " 
" It can be procured from other sources, but it is 

principally obtained from bones. There is one other 
element that exists in large quantity, which you never 
see separated from its compounds except in chemical 
laboratories, but with the oxyd of which you are very 
familiar. This is silicon, and its oxyd is silex.  You 
see it as. flint and as quartz rock. It also forms a 
part of many other rocks, and is believed to constitute 
a larger portion of the solid crust of the earth than any 
other element, with the single exception of oxygen. 
Excepting silex, all)lost all rocks are oxyds of metals; 
indeed, some chemists . call silicon a metal, but it has 
none of the properties of metals. It is a dark brown 
powder. " 

" And are these all of the simple clements besides 
the metals ? " 

" No ;  there are two more which I will mention to 
you in this connection, and that will complete our 
examination of the simple elements. One of these is  
iodine, which, from its  changes under the action of 
light, is used extensively in photography; indeed, it 
may be regarded as the corner stone of photography. 
The other element is the great bleaching substance
chlorine. Table salt is composed of chlorine lI.nd a 
metal-sodium-and is therefore known to chemists as 
the chloride of sodium. And this brief account will 
give you a pretty good general idea of the simple 
elements of which all the substances that constitute 
the earth, the air and the water of our globe are com
posed. We will examine some of these more in detail 
hereafter ; there are, especially, some facts in relation 
to the metals which I think you will find interesting. "  

1 • •  , 
Locomotive Explosion. 

A serious boiler explosion took place on the Hudson 
and Boston Railroad on the 29th of December last. 
The locomotive Henry Gray, while standing at Claver
ack station, exploded her boiler with tremendous 
force, throwing the smoke stack upright in the air, 
and scattering the fragments of the boiler far and near 
in every direction. One piece unroofed a barn ; an
other damaged a building in the vicinity ; a third was 
thrown a quarter of a mile upon a high hill, through 
the window of a seminary. The cylinder part of the 
boiler was blown open for the whole length, and the 
flues and machinery under it were twisted and bent in 
every conceivable direction by the force of the steam. 
Even the rails of the track were bent almodt double, 
but, strange to say, the engineer and fireman were un
hurt, though they were both on the engine at the 
time. 'l'he boiler was built by Chapin & Bemis, of 
Springfield, Mass. , and had been in use about four 
years. On examination, it was found to have been of 
good iron, but the plate much thinner than usual in 
locomotives. The engineer states that there was �bout 
90 Ths. pressure on at the time. The report was dis
tinctly heard a distance of four miles. 
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The London " Times"-A Glance at its Machinery. 

The London Times is the r;cognized organ of British 
public opinion, and is beyond all question the most 
ably edited and influential journal in the world . Its 
editorials are essays upon the great political, literary 
and social topics of the day, and so powerfully writ
ten that they have been collected into books ; while its 
correspondence from all parts of the world is an inex
haustible source of information. A complete set of the 
London Tirrws from its commencement forms the most 
voluminous history of the world in print. All details, 
therefore, connected with this powerful journal will 
be read with interest by our readers. A corre
spondent of the French journal, Oourrim' de l' Bure, 
after visiting that establishment, furnishes �he follow
ing particulars :-

I have visited in London the printing-office of  the 
Time8. It is truly something great and wonderful ; 
there is nowhere in France anything of the kind to 
equal it. At the starting of the paper in 1791,  the 
Times consisted of only a single page, and was printed 
by a hand-press, which struck off one side of two hun
dred sheets per hour. In HH4, Koonig made a press 
which struck off 1 , 800 sheets. In 1827, Applegarth, 
aided by Courier, constructed a new one, on whieh 
4,000 to 5, 000 copies could be printed. In 1828, the 
same Applegarth established his famous vertical ma
chine, which I examined, and on which 10,000 copies 
per hour are struck off. Since 1828 the managers of 
the Times have erected another machine, with horizon
tal cylinders, which strikes off eight copies at once 
or about 12, 500 per hour. These two presses, which 
make while at work a deafening noise, and which can 
be stopped at a moment' s  notice, are moved by a 
steam engine of 45-horse power. Adjoining the room 
in which is the boiler is a. closet containing white 
marble bat�ing tubs intended for the workmen in the 
establishment. They cost ninety guineas. 

A compositor on the Times must have passed an ex
amination showing that he can set at least 40 lines of 
56 letters or about 2 , 240 letters Per hour. The price 
paid for type-setting is lId. per thousand letters, at 
which rate the compositor can make from 25 to 30 
franos in an ordinary day ' s  work. This amounts to 
about five dollars · per day. There are 124 composi
tors employed, 50 of whom are occupied solely in 
setting up advertisements. Five or six stenographers 
take notes of Parliamentary proceedings, at Westmin
ster, and return every quarter of an hour to the news
paper office, to put their copy in shape and let the 
compositors have it without delay. In this way it 
often happens that a speech delivered at two o' clock 
in the morning appears in the journal which is struck 
off at six o' clock and distributed at seven. 

The editorial room is large and well lighted. In the 
center is a huge oak table, and around the room are 
l ittle desks finished with every convenience for writ
ing. Adj oining, is a dining-room for the editors, and 
t.he archive room, where are stored all the files of the 
Time8 since its foundation . Next to the archive cham· 
bel', I saw the proof-readers' rooms, where are hun
dreds of dictionaries and encyclopredias, in all lan
guages and relating to all subjects. A dozen proof
readers are employed during the day and another 
dozen during the night. They have an eating-room 
adj oining that where they work, and their meals are 
provided at the expense of the establishment. 

On another story is a small room where are printed 
the l'egisters and envelopes for the mail papers.  
Every one of the editors living in London carries with 
him a number of envelopes addressed to the Time8, 
so that in any place where he may happen to be, at 
the theatre, the l'aces, or elsewhere, he can send by a 
special messenger his copy to the office. The foreign 
correspondents have envelopes of red paper, which are 
sent immediately on their arrival from the Post Office 
to the Times ofl'ice. Supplies of paper and ink are con
stantly kept in readiness. Four thousand poUnds of 
ink are used each week. The paper is weighed in the 
establishment by a very ingenious machine. It is 
alRo postmarked on the spot, The j ournal appears 
every morning and evening. But sometimes during 
the dsy special editions are issued when important 
news demands. This extra edition can be prepared in 
two hours . When I visited the establishment it was 
one o 'clock in the day, and the news had just arI'ived 
of the dea.th, at half-past twelve, of Albert Smith. At 
half-past two the Times appeared with his obituary. 

The administration of the Times has nothing to do 

with the subscriptions to the paper. Smith, of the 
Strand, attends to the mailing of the papers for Eng
land, Europe, and, indeed, the entire world. Mr. 
Smith takes thirty thousand copies a day, sixteen 
thousand of which he receives at five o' clock in the 
morning, and despatches them by carriers at six 
o' clock. The other numbel's of the Times are bought 
by one hundred and seventy news-dealers, who pay in 
advance. '1'hcy order each day the number of copies 
they will need for the day following. They pay 30 
centimes for each copy, l'etailing it at 50 centimes. 
The management of the paper lose something on each 
sheet by selling it at such a pl'ice, but look to the ad
vertisements for their profits. The charges for these 
advertisements are , of course, very large, and the 
amount must be considerable, as the revenue of the 
Times reaches to nearly five million francs. I was told 
that one of the proprietors of the Times had given as a 
dowry to his daughter the money accruing from one 
advel'tising page of the paper for one year. 

The wear and tear produced by the perpetual motion 
which reigns in this immense establishment is so great 
that it is necessary to rebuild and strengthen once 
every two years the lower stories of the building. In 
the museum I was shown the arms with which some 
ten y.ears ago th e workmen of the establishment, to 
the nnrnbEll' of three hundred and fifty, repressed a 
disorderly mob. 

----------.,�.�.�,----------
Insect Powder. 

A vegetable powder, under the name of " Persian In
sect' Powder, " has lately been introduced into the drug 
market, for the extermination of insects, vegetable 
parasites, &c. Until recently, the botanical source of 
this powder has not been known. For a number of 
years it was ClToneously considered to be a native of 
Persia, but it has been traced beyond question by Dr. 
Koch, as having its origin in the Caucasian provinces, 
and to be the contused blossoms and flowers of Pyreth
rum Roseum and Pyrethrum Carneum. It is of a yel
lowish, gray color, perfectly odorless, yet slightly irri
tating the nostrils ; at first almost tasteless, but after
wards leaving a burning sensation upon the tongue. 
The high price obtained for it, taken in connection 
with the scarcity of the article, has induced dealers to 
adulterate it with · plants of similar characteristics, 
such as chamomile flowers, fleabane, &c. ; but the 
presence of these extraneous substances can, without 
difficulty, be detected by their peculiar odor, and from 
the fact that, in proportion as these substances are in
troduced, the efficacy of the powder is impaired. 

From experiments lately made in Europe, it has 
been sufficiently demonstrated that the plant can be 
propagated from the seed, and that it will thrive well 
in a climate similar to that of our Northern States. 

I have recently been informed by a gentleman who 
obtained some of the seeds of this plant from the 
Agricultural Bureau at Washington, that the plants 
therefrom are in a flourishing and prosperous condi
tion. 

As its effects for the destruction of bugs, roaches, 
parasites on delicatc plants, &c. , have been fully estab
lished, and it being otherwise harmless, its introduc
tion into general use would be of great importance to 
families and horticulturists, from the fact that it 
would exclude the use of poisonous articles, now re
sorted to for such purposes, which are often the cause 
of serious accidents . -Oorrespondent American Journal if 
Pharmacy. 

PONDEROUS IRON BEAJIls. -'1'he machinery of the 
Phoonix Iron Company is now so powerful that they 
can roll the largest beams ever made in the United 
States. They have already rolled a number for the 
West Point Foundry Company, each beam being twelve 
inches deep, four inches wide on the top and bottom 
flanges, weighing 120 pounds to the yard , and being 
21 feet long. Lengths of 40 feet may, however, be 
made with the same facility. 

. .. .  " 

American Railway Review. 

With the new year, this excellent j ournal enters 
upon the commencement of its fonth volume. From 
the issue of Jan. 3, we extract the following article , 
which will give a good idea of the scope and objects 
of the pUblication :-

IN�'OItMATION FOIt CAPITALISTS.-It is worthy of note , 
among the many e c centricities of foreign holders of om 
stocks, that a Prench capitalist, who holds 1,000 shares of 
the stock of one of the Ohio railroads, comes to this coun · 
try every year and a half or two years and goes into a 
thorough investigation of the condition of the road. We 
venture to say that this foreigner is better informed in re· 
gard to the working condition of the line than Borne dire c ·  
tors who profess t o  look after the interests o f  stocl,holders. 
It is the misfortune of the proprietary of large corporations 
that the agents whom they elect to protect their property 
are too deep in private schemes of aggrandizement to 
faithfully p erform their duties.-Evening Post. 

Foreseeing the importance of a properly organized, 
impartial and independent system of acquiring and 
communicating authentic information of the state 
of any railroad in the country, our Railway Bureau 
was organized and put in operation more than two 
years ago. It has accumulatedthe most valuable fund 
of railway knowledge, as to business, finance, manner 
and expense of operating, condition and prospects, 
which was ever comprised in a single department, out 
of which fund the Reviw was enabled, some time since , 
to take its rank at the head of the railway litcrature 
of the day. 

The executive, statistical and editorial departmentR 
of the Bureau are under the control of gentlemen who, 
as business men, in the most active capacity, are best 
qualified for the analysis and comprehension of the 
salient points of our railway system, and who have 
spared no pains to acquire the information most valu
able to capitalists at home or abroad, and most im
portant to effective and economical operation. Haying 
no personal connection with any of the railways which 
interest the financial operators of the market, their 
conclusions, based upon competent testimony, are pre
cisely of the character which capitalists require, and 
canngt themselves as certainly obtain. For European 
financiers, particularly, such an institution is destined 
to p!'Ove of great importttnce. 

. . .  ., , 
Captain Michael Baker. 

The Boston Commercial BuUetin says that Capt. 1\1 . 
Baker, of South Dartmouth, Mass. , who died Dec. 31, 
will long be remembered by the commercial and agri
cultural world as the discovCl'er of guano on " New 
Nantucket, " now called Baker' s Island. The discov 
ery was in this wise. On board of the ship command
ed by Capt. Baker in the years 1841, there was an or
phan named Warren Wilbur. This young man was 
fatally injured by falling f!'Om the look-out aloft, and 
his dying request of Capt. B. , who watched over and 
cared for him as if he had been his own son, was to 
bury him on land. Capt. B. promised to do so if po�
sible, and being in the vicinity of Baker ' s  Island, in
ten'ed him there. In digging the grave, he discovered 
what he then thought to be a most remarkable kind 
of soil , the dust of which so enveloped and choked thf' 
men, that they werc compelled to abandon the place 
first attempted, and chose another nearer the shorc 
where it was not so dry . Thus while engaged in per
forming an act of kindness, which always character
ized his life, he gave origin to a business for thousands 
of ships, and the basis of food for milliollH. 

1 • • • 
THE COAL 'l'RADE. -The coal trade of Pennsylvania 

for 1860 amounted to 9 , 528, 024 tons, of which 8 , 1 3 1 , _  
2 3 4  tons were anthracite, 1 , 156, 093 semi-anthracite 
and bituminous, and 240, 697 imported. The increase 
in anthracite this year is 613, 717  tOllS, and the other 
kinds gave an increttse of only 24, 519 tons, making 
the increase for the year 638,232 tons, against 1 , 115, -
399 tons, the increase in 1859, over the supply of 1858. 
Of the whole supply of hard anthracites sent to mar
ket in 1860, Schuylkill county furnished 3 , 292, 828 ; 
the other regions 4, 838,578.  Balance against Schuyl
kill county, 1 , 545, 578. In 1856 Schuylkill county 
furnished more than one-half the anthracite coal sent 
to market-'thiR year , she fallR Rhort of half thc sup-

A NOVEL STovR.-The old adage that " Necessity iR ply 1 , 545, 578 tons. 
the mother of Invention" has received a new illustra- ______ ____ -----
tion in the Bhape of a stove which was lately brought EARTHQUAKE IN SOUTH CAROLINA . -The Charleston 
to Denver City, Pike ' s  Peak, by a gentleman from Oow'ier states that the shock of an earthquake was dis
Fort Laramie. It consists of a atove pipe, the whole tinctly felt at Spartanburg, S. C . , on the afternoon of 
made entirely from oyster and fruit cans that had the 3d ult. , at q o'clock. The monon was East and 
served their original purpose and become obsolete. It West, and was so severe as to cause persons to run out 
is a very good article of household furnitUre, and was l in the street to see if the house8 were not falling. The 
the work of a soldier at Fort Bridger. shock was also felt h!. Atlanta, Ga. 
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Sulphur Water--Softening Hard Water. 

MESSRS. EDITORS:-I will endeavor to give some in
formation on this subject, suggested by reading the 
a\"ticle on page 386, Vol. III. (new series), of the SCI

E�IFIC AMERICAN. Sulphur is found in hard waters 
under different comhinations, such as sulphuric acid, 
sulphurous acid, sulphate of lime, sulphate of iron, 
and sulphate of alumina. The first is a powerful sol
vent of iron, and so is the second, under certain cir
cumstances. 'rhe sulphates of lime, iron and alum
ina, together with the carbomttes of lime and iron, in 
waters, form incrustations in steam boilers. The fol
lowing recipe will be found useful for softening such 
water and removing the sulphates, by treating the 
water heforeit is pumped into the boiler. 

the finer grades of steel suitable for edge tools for the 
last twenty-five year�. It is a well-known fact that 
England is dependant upon Sweden for iron8 suitable 
for making the finer grades of steel, having none na
tive to her soil that can be considered an Al arti
cle for thi� purpose. 'rhere is, of course, various 
grades of irons made in Sweden, but the very best are 
in very limited quantities, and these command exor
bitant prices, in comparison with our native irons 
adapted to making steel of a like quality. Steel made 
exclusively from any one or a mixture of the highest
priced Swedish irons is never exported to this country, 
on account of its price. 

In the case of our American steel, the test bars were 
taken indiscriminately from the daily product of their 
work, and manufactured exclusively from native iron. 
Thi� company also manufacture the steel plates out of 
which i5 made the larger descriptions of circular saws, 
rising five feet in diameter, which are now coming into 
universal use for sawing lumber. Until this house de
monstrated the practicability of making them, they 
were never before attempted in this country. Their 
plates gage equally as well as the most approved Eng
lish make, and, in point of quality, their merits are 
equally as apparent. We cannot only manufacture as 
good steel in this country as that which comes from 
abroad, uut the comparative tests made with them 
warrant me in saying that we make better; and 
should any manufactories at home or abroad call into 
question this broad assertion, if they feel any interest 
in contrasting the relative merits of the steel made by 
this house with their own, the invitation is open to all 
to come forward with the best article that it is possible 
for them to produce, and every facility will be afforded 
them to settle the question to their perfect satisfaction. 

The quantity of carbonic acid gas locked up in every 
cubic yard of limestone has been estimated at 10,000 
cubic feet. 

On one farm at Monterey, Cal., there are 50,000 
grape vines arranged on the slope of the mountain, 
from which 1,500 gallons of wine were obtained in 
1860. 

Every year France imports between 11,000 and 
12,000 horses, at an expense of somewhere about 
18,000,000 francs, and stilI the supply falls short ot 
the demand. 

KeUey's Island, in Lake Erie, is all a vineyard. The 
principal grape is the Catawba, which yields admirable 
wine. An acre in full bearing will produce 7,000 Ibs. 
of grapes, worth $455, at 6� cents per pound. 

Dissolve 1 lb. of salsoda in 1 galIen of boiling water, 
Itnd to this add i lb. of fresh burned and slacked lime; 
agitate these together and allow the water to rest for the 
sediment to settle. '1'he clear liquor is next poured 
off and forms a caustic ley. A little of this ley is now 
placed in a glass tumbler, and a few drops of hydro
chloric (muriatic) acid are added. If the liquor effer
vesces, a little more lime must be added. The odd is 
It test, and when the ley ceases to effervesce by adding 
a few drops of the acid, it is a sign that it is fit for use. 
This caustic ley will precipitate sUlphates and carbon
ates in hard water, and render the latter soft and fit 
for feeding into boilers or for washing purposes. A 

oortftill-fJ.uantity of this ley is requisite to treat a cer
tain quantity of hard water, and the way to determine 
this is as follows :-Take a gallon of the hard water to 
be softened; add one OUllce of the prepared ley to it, 
and allow the sediment to settle for ten minutes; now 
add another 0.uncc of the ley, and if no flocculent mat
ter, or precipitate, appears, it is a sign that one ounce 
of the ley will purify one gallon of the hard water. 
'I'he ley must be added until all the earthy impurities 
in the water are thrown down. From these data, a 
calculation can be made for thous

'
ands of gallons. 

'rhus, for a 10-horse power boiler, 600 gallons of water 
will be required in 10 hours, and 3t gallons of this ley 
will be sufficient to purify it. This should be done in 
a settling tank, and the purified water run off into a 
supply cistern for feeding the boiler. 'rhe water must 
not be rendered caustic, or it will act on the metal. 

J . . J. J. 
Bhanesville, Ohio, January 5, 1861. 

I •• , 

Manufacture of American Steel. 

lIlESSRS. EDITORS :-Being a careful and constant 
reader of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, my attention has 
been directed to the manufacture of cast steel in the 
United States; and I have felt the necessity of giving 

Home information respecting the real progress which 
has been made toward developing thi� very important 
"ranch of manufacture among us. 

There is a very general opinion entertained by the 
people of our country that the finer grades of cast 
steel suitable for edge tools and saws are beyond the 
skill of our home manufacturers to produce, and this 
erroneous impression has been vcry generally cil·cu
lated. But, fortunately for the success of this enter
prize in the" Iron City," the business is in the hands 
of men capable of disregarding all such notions. 
In a national point of view, every Amerimn must feel 
nn honest pride while contemplating the success of so 
important an undertaking. That American fine steel 

is now a perfect success, there is not a shadow of doubt, 

as it has been tested with the most celebrated brands 
of English manufacturers. 

. Messrs. Hussey, Wells & Co., of this city, confining 
their attention particularly to tool steel" of the finer 

gr�des-also mill and circular saw plate steel-have 
�uoceeded ;erfectly in giving us an Al article in 

twe\;)' respect. 'rheir edge tool steel, especially, is of 

very superior quality, having every requisite necessary 
in point of uniformity characteristic of the most cele
brate\! English hrands, and possessing some peculiar 
advantages. It has he en subjecteel, without injury, 

to heats that would render the English steel totally 
unfit fQr any purpose. It has been tested with foreign 
hmnds,\vhose reputation for superior quality stands in 
the front ranks; it has not only vied with them suc
cessfullyin eyery particular as to strength, toughness 
and firmness, but, in the opinion of those who made 

the tests, it excelled in these qualities. The parties 

who made these tests have been practical workers in 

A CONSUMER. 

Pittshurgh, Ptt., Jan. 12, 1861. 

The Aquarium. 

lIiESSRS. EDITORS:-As there are a great mltny who 
are ignorant of the manner of mltking and �tocking 
an aquarium, I will try and state in ft few words my 
experience in the mattef. 

First, the right time to make a tank is in the winter, 
for then you will have plenty of time to construct it, 
and the tank will be well seasoned, which is of great 
importance. The best material that can be used for 
the bottom is marhle, which may be had at a small 
price; it should be grooved to the depth of three
eighths of an inch, and holes cut for the posts a little 
deeper than the groove, with a small hole in the cen
ter to admit of its being fastened securely to the post. 
I have cherry posts in my tank; they are two inches 
in diameter, and one foot high; two grooves run at 
right angles to each other the entire length of the 
posts, and of the same size as to correspond with those 
in the marble. 

Now for the way of putting it together. In the hot
tom of each post I set in a two-inch stove bolt, so that 
I could fasten it with ease to the marble; then slip
ping in the glass (which should be double thickness), 
press it between the wood and marble with small 
scraps of india-rubber, and then crowd in common 
putty. When the glass is all set, put small slips of 
wood around the top to protect the glass and keep the 
posts from spreading. Now let it stand ten or twelve 
days, and next give the inside woodwork four good 
coats of white zinc paint. You may varnish or oil 
the outside, just as you like best. 

If the above directions are carried out in a work
manlike manner, I will warrant a good tight tank, and 
one in which there is nothing that can hurt the fish. 

In the stocking of the tank, first put in one inch of 
clean sand (planting in it a kala or two, with a sprig 
of water weed, hornwort, or some other weed, found 
in almost any pond); next put in an inch of white 
gravel, then whatever stonework you may choose; but 
not too much, as it is apt to taint the water with 
lime. Now pour in very slowly pure soft water that 
has not been touched by wood, letting it fall on the 
rockwork, so that it may be filled with as much air as 
possible, to the depth of six or eight inches; let it 
stand three or four days so that the water may become 
impregnated with the oxygen from the plants, and, in 
the meanwhile, you may look out for fish, &c. For a 
tank two feet long and fifteen inches wide, three small 
goldfish, four minnows, two crayfish, one small turtle, 
and ten or twelve snails, are quite enough. 

Rochester, N. Y., Jan. 12, 1861. 'I'. D. A. 

Gutta-percha, or a suhstance very closely resembling 
it, has been found in Berbice, British Guiana. It can 
be vulcanized and molded, and, in short, possesse� all 
the qualities of gutta-percha. This discovery is dne to 
Dr. Van Holst, of Berbice. 

Pig iron which contains copper cannot be puddled 80 

as to make wrought iron. In Germany, when one 
puddler wishes to annoy another, he stealthly throws 
a small piece of copper into his furnace, and thi� 
prevents his iron from boiling and becoming purified. 

The condensed air of a crowded room gives a deposit, 
which, if allowed to remain a few d"ys, forms a solid, 
thick, glutinous mass, having a strong odor of animal 
matter. If examined by a microscope, it is seen to 
undergo a remarkahle change. Fir�t of all, it is con
verted into a vegetable growth, and this is followed by 
the production of multitudes of animalcula; a decisive 
proof that it must contain organic matter, otherwise 
it could not nourish organic heings. 

'I'wo French chemists suggest, in the Oosmos, a new 
method of obtaining gases in their liquid state, which 
consi�ts in hastening the evaporation of certain liquids 
by the introduction of a minutely divided current of 
air. They also provc that, at very low temperatures, 
chemical combinations do not take place. The Abbe 

Moigno recommends the authors to ascertain at once 
whether or not carbon is soluble in carbonic acid as 
sulphur is in sulphide of carbon. A German philoso
pher has said that it is, and is occupying himself with 
the search for diamonds in that direction. 

There has recently heen presented to the museum of 
the Medical College, Mobile, a beautiful specimen of 
the lace-wood tree. The peculiarity of it is in the 
fibrous nature of the bark, which is ahout the eighth 
of an inch thick. From this bark has been dissected 
more than twenty coats of apparently real crape or 
lace-most of them large enough to serve as a small 
handkerchief. It can be washed and ironed like ordi
nftry muslin. 'rhc tree is a nfttive of the 'Vest Indies, 
ftnd is very rarc. 

As a curious evidence of the fury of the storm, and 
the force with which the waves were dashed against 
the base of the cliffs on the exposed coast of Northern 
Scotlftnd, it is mentioned in the John 0' Groat Journal 

that a person whose kitchen garden is situated about 
100 yards from the brink of the cliffs at Iresgoe, which 
are there upwards of 100 feet high, found a conger
eel "among his cabbages, which had been thrown up 
with the spray to such a hight aboye the cliff that the 
wind had carried it over 100 yards intervening between 
the garden and the cliff head, and landed it in the yard 

"quite convenient." 
The cars for the streets in New York and Brooklyn 

are mostly mflde by two companies, namely, Eaton & 
Gilbert, of Troy, and Gould & Co., of Albany, N. Y. 
In Philadelphia the manufacture of street cars is prin
cipally confined to two companies in that city, namely, 
Messrs. Murphy & Allison and Messrs. Kimball & 
Gorton. The first of the Philadelphia firms hfts manu
factured 400 of such cars; the latter 300. The ayerage 
value is $750 each. 

Dr. Lawrence Smith has communicftted a long arti
de to Silliman's Journal on the meteoric shower which 
fell in Ohio last Spring, and described in our last 
volume. He aSEerts they are not fragments hut small 
and distinct aerolites that have entered our atmosphere 
in groups, and that the light which they emit docs 
not arise from incandescence, hut from electricity, or 
some other cause. He also states that the noise which 
they produce is not caused by an explosion, but by 
concussion of the atmosphere. This is interesting in
formation. 
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Improved Tanks for Crystallizing Sugar. 
The tank here illustrated is for use in the manufac

ture and refining of sugar, in the treatment of the after 
or �eeondary products, i. e., in the extraction of the 
Htill remaining crystalline sugar from the mother li
quor or green sirup obtained from the drainings of the 
ordinary sugar molds which served to produce the 
primary loaf su gar. 

In the refining of sugar, the sirup which drains from 
the molds contains a conside r-
able quantity of sugar in 
small crystals, and as these, 
if they could be separated, 
would be worth more per 
pound than the sirup, a large 
aggregate value is wasted by 
selling them with the sirup. 
Much effort has been expend-
cd in reducing this waste to 
the lowest point, and there 
are now two methods which 
are principally employed for 
this purpose. One of these 
is founded on the fact that 
if sirup is cooled slowly, the 
crystals are generally larger 
than those which are formed 
in sirup cooling too rapidly. 
Taking advantage of this 
property of sirup, it is poured 
into bastltTd molds of larger 
size than ordinary molds, and 

�ht Jtitutifit �mtritan. 

lization of the sugar is completed, the cylinder, E, is 
withdrawn, and the molasses allowed to drain out 
through the tube, B. The handle, b, of the cylinder, 
E, is to facilitate the withdrawal of the cylinder, and 
also its occasional turning, to prevent its becoming 
fastened by the crystallization of the sugar. 

'l'he patent for this invention was granted on the 
18th of December, 1860, to the inventor, Charles E. 
Bertrand, manager of Stuart's extensive sugar estab-

the slides, F F, which are entered by the pins, e e, 
converge towards the two ends of the skate, so that as 
the slides, F F, are drawn together by turning the 
screw rod, G, the pins, and with them the clasps, dd, 

to which they are secured, are drawn towards each 
other, thus grasping the sole and heel of the boot or 
shoe with great force, and fastening the skate in the 
most secure ane rigid manner. The stud, n, on the 

heel plate is merely to keep the foot from slipping 

.Ii'ifj.3 

forward. 
One of the attaches of this 

office has tried these skates 
thoroughly, and he considers 
this the best plan devised for 
fastening on the skates. 

'1'he patent for this inven
tion was granted, through 
the Scientific American Patent 
Agency, on the 29th of lI'Iay, 
1860, and further information 
in relation to it may be ob
tained by addressing the in
ventor, John Lovatt, at 179 
Bank-street, Newark, N. J . 

... 
Frozen Fish Coming to Life. 

ItS this larger bulk of sirup 
cools more slowly, it formS 
fewer of tho.se fine crystals 
which drain off with the 

BERTRAND'S IMPROVED TANKS FOR CRYSTALLIZING SUGAR. 

It is well known that sev
eral species of fish may be 
frozen quite stiff, canied sev
eral miles, and when put into 
cold water, will revive. 
Several artificial ponds have 
been stocked with fish carried 
from a distance in a frozen 
state ; and yet it is stated 
that the celebrated Dr. John 

molasses. By the second method, the molasses 
is expelled from the mass of crystals by placing 
the mass in revolving drums covered at their peri
pheries with wire gauze, which reta,ins the crystals 
while the molasses is thrown out by the centrifugal 
force between its meshes. Both of these methods are 
seriously defective. Though the bastard molds em
ployed in the former are larger than the ordinary 
molds, they are not sUfficiently large to prevent the 
formation of considerable quantities of fine crystals, 
or granulated sugar, which drains off with the molas
ses. By the second method, only a small quantity of 
crystals are obtained, a great maS8 
of fine crystals being thrown out 
with the molasses. �'his plan is 
also objectionable from the expen
diture of power required. 

lishment in this city, who has assigned it to A. 'l'heur
kauf, to whom inquiries for further information in re
lation to it may be addressed at No. 80 Beaver-street, 
this city. 

.... 
Improved Clamps for Fastening on Ska.tes. 

This is certainly one of the best, if not the very 
best, of all plans yet devised for fastening skates to 
the feet. It is simple and effectual, and the operation 
of putting on or taking off the skates is very quickly 
performed. 

'1'0 the skate iron, A A (see cut, Fig. I), are firmly 

Hunter, having tried several experiments to 

restore frozen fish, always failed to do so. A recent 

French experimenter in this line states that he has 

discovered the I'eason of this. He asserts that the tis

sues offish and frogs may be frozen and the creatures 

may be restored to activity, but if their hearts become 

ice-ehilled, they never can be reanimated. Perhaps the 

hearts of fish are surrounded with fat containing a 

great amount of glycerine-a substance which is not 

frozen at quitc low temperatures. Some of our read

ers Ii ving in the northern sections of our country can 

easily settle this question during the present winter. 
This is a topic of no small inter
est to students of natural history. 
It is well known that some fish 
can be kept longer than others 
while frozen, and then be re
vived; the above may account 
for the phenomenon. 

VALUABLE SWEEPINGS. - �' h e 

The improvement here illus
trated consists in a peculiar con
struction and arrangement of 
crystallizing tanks, by which they 
may be made of so large a size 
as to hold a sufficient quantity of 

the liquid to secure slow cooling, 
and consequently the formation 
of large crystals. �'his tank, too, 
is of such form as to drain the 
molasses perfectly from the crys
tallized sugar. The construction 
is very simple and will be readily 
understood by a glance at the 
engravings, of which :Fig. 1 is a 
perspective view, with a part 
broken awaY,to show the interior. 
The tank, A, is of rectangular 
form, with its two sides bent 
and meeting in the middle of 
the bottom, as shown. Extending 
through the tank at the bottom 

LOVATT'S IMPROVED CLAMP FOR FASTENING SKATES. 

New York cOlTespondent of the 
Philadelphia Press narrates the 
following incident: "Happening 
in at the publishing house of 
Harper & Brothers this morning, 
I was not a little surprised at a 
fact that transpired during my 
chat with one of the firm. The 
foreman of their bindery, Mr. 
Rosenquest, who has for some 
thirty years filled that position, 
came in with a bar of gold valued 
at $307.44, accompanied with 
the assayer's certificate. This 
amount was the proceeds of gold 
dust swept up from the floor and 
wiped off on the rags used by 
binders during three months. I 

is the stationary tube, B, which is pierced with 
numerous small holes, c c, for draining the mo
lasses from the tank into the inside of the tube. 
The inner end of this tube is tightly closed, but the 
outer end extends through the end, J, of the tank, to 
lead off the molasses as it drains through into the 
tube. To close the holes, c c, while the sugar in the 
sirup is crystallizing, a solid wooden cylinder, E, made 
to fit the bore of the tube, B, is pushed into this tube 
throughout its whole length, thus closing all the 
holes, c c, and preventin&, the escape of the sirup. The 
outer end of the tube, B, i� fitted with a packing box 
and tightening nut, D, in order to close it water-tight 
and l)l'event any leakage of sirup. When the crystal-

welded, or otherwise secured, the diverging or Y
shaped standards, b b, which support the flat plates, 
C C. Sliding loosely in dovetail grooves in the upper 
side of each of these plates, are two clamps, d d, Fig. 
2, bent up and turned slightly over at their ends, in 
proper form to grasp the sole and heel of the boot, as 
shown in Fig. 1. Each of these clamps, d d, has pro
jecting downward from near its inner end, a pin, e e, 
which passes through a transverse slot in the plate, C, 
and enters a groove in one of the slides, F F. These 
slides, F F, are fitted in dovetail grooves between the 
standards, b b, and have a motion back and forth in 
the line of the runner, A. This motion is imparted 
to the slides by the screw rod, G. The grooves, t i, in 

was so much surprised at this bit of economy, that I 
asked what the value of their picked-up things 
amounted to in the course of a year, and was told that 
the gold sweepings were worth about $1,500, shav
ings from paper, $5,000; shavings from pasteboar!1, 
$700; and scraps from leather $150-making an ag
gregate from these four sturces of $7,850 per an-
num. 

... , 
THE city of Mobile, Ala., now boasts of a well-con

structed street passenger railway, which was formally 
inaugurated and opened to public traffic, on Christmas 
day. It extends from Royal-street to Lafayette, a dis
tance of about three miles. 
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BREECH-LOADING GUNS AND PROJECTILES. 

cannon balls, because the latter are always shattered 
around the edge ; still, it does not appear unreasonable 
that, with such punch projectiles sent spinning from 
cannon into the sides of such a ship as the Warrior, 
that a hole might soon be made in her iron hull suf
ficiently large for a whale to pass through. 

Another war missile which Captain Norton has in
vented is a frictional hand grenade. It consists of an 
explosive shell to be suspended over the wall of a fort 
by a cord, so that when a storming party makes an 
attack, the grenade can be exploded to scatter destruc
tion around, by simply drawing the cord which ignites 
a friction match communicating with the charge in the 
shell . With such grenadcs (any number may be used) 
a fort may be effectually defenrled against a strong 
storming party by a very few men. Another destruc
tive missile described by Captain Norton consists of a 
conical shell bullet for rifles, and a few years since he 
forwarded to us some samples of these explosive 
agents. They are cast with a chamber inside, which 
is charged with percussion powder, and each is fur
nished with a small pin situated at the point. When 
fired from a rifle, the charge' explodes when the point 
strikes ; and it will then set fire to any combustible 

73 
number of the SCIl'JNTIFIC AMERICAN, we directed atten
tion to the minute parts of tool-making, and pointed 
out the advantages of correct practical knowledge in 
this department; we again urge upon our mechanics a 
closer study and more careful observation of the con
struction and operation of every single tool that iH 
employed in the arts, as perfection is far from being 
attained yet in this department of mechanism. 

In tools and, machinery for working in wood, we are 
in advance of all the world ; and when we remember 
the clumsy and inefficient tools that were in general 
use in our machine shops twenty-five years ago, and 
contrast them with those which are now made and 
generally employed, we feel highly gratified with the 
advancement that has been made. Our minor tools, 
such as chisels, augers, saws, axes, drills, &c. , are un
rivaled, and we are fully convinced that, in a few 
years, we may obtain such an advantage from superior 
tools as will enable our manufacturers to surpass those 
of all nations in every branch of mechanical and manu
facturing business. We positively assert, without fear 
of satisfactory contradiction, that this can be done. 

THE ORIGIN OF MONEY. 

It may seem strange to many persons that the name material around it. With such rifle shells, Colonel 'rhe writer of these papers once had pass under his 
of the present Emperor of France should have been Jacob set fire to ammunition wagons at a thousand own observation an incident which showed the manner 
so often mentioned in articles which have appeared in yards distanc& in C[ndia. He used short carbine rifles, in which the metals came into use as currency. In 
our columns on implements of war. The reason of this about two feet in length, !tnd bullets about one ounce the winter of 1842, when the Western banks were sus
will be told in a few words. Napoleon III. is the in weight. Such missiles would be terribly destructive pended, and the currency was in perfect confusion, 
mling spirit who has effected the entire revolution when used by skilled infantry, or light cavalry. there were two St. Louis merchants going up the Ohio 
that has recently taken place in the equipment of sol- river, on their way to New York. One of them had 

GOOD TOOLS PROMOTERS OF CIVILIZATION. 1 d h' b ' t St L ' d t ki h' diers, in all armies, with the rifle instead of the mus- e ose up IS uSllless a . OulS, an was a ng 18 
ket ; and he has given more attention to this subject, One of the greatest writers on political economy that property to the East. His friend, in speaking of the 
perhaps, than any other person living. About six ever lived, defined man, in a somewhat humorous proper mode of transmitting it, remarked :-
years ago, he published a treatise on the " Past and manner, as " a  bargain-making animal. "  Viewing " You did not want to speculate ? "  
Future of Artillery,"  and laid down, as a fundamental man in a commercial light, the definition is certainly " No, " was the reply, " I  merely wanted to get the 
guide to all those who sought improvements in gun- correct; and it may be further extended, with as much property which I had, to New York. " 

nery, that " such implements, to be really serviceable, justice of application, to a mechanic, by calling him " a " Then , "  said his friend, " you invested in lead. " 
must be siniple . "  " Whatever is complicated, " he tool-making aninial . "  The strongest practical fact " Yes, " he responded, " I  bought what silver I could 
"aid, " will fail in producing conclusive results in which can be adduced against the absurd theories of -I found about $2, 000 in silver-and the rest I put 
warfare. "  He condemned routine as t�nding to re- Chambers, Darwin, and others, that man may have into lead. " 

tard improvements, and stigmatized those persons as been developed from a lower species of animated 'fhe student of political economy, who listened to 
stupid who were " too much enamored of old "I'a d nature is his peculiar faculty for making tools. For this .conversation, saw in it additional and convincing 
practices. " 

''''''��'-''''-''=-'!.l'-'-'l...ill=�ar;o;'!u�t�SlrOx!''-:i�o�u,4:�:=y;;-e;a�r;-;;s�
, �1 �I;s �a;;w';;e:;;;-:;;n�o�w�n;:;ac;::';'�';;;a�proof, that it was owing to the natural properties of 

The idea of simplicitY 'in implements of �ar has man alone has progressed ; all the lower animals, with- the metals that they were adopted as instruments for. 
1.""_ .. �'- -_ . • . , , . � J  �ml'V1CUll Wlth great tenamty. The out a single exception, having remained unchanged in effecting the exchange of values, in other words, that 
Whitworth and several other breech-loading cannon, their habits since the hour of their creation; but man they passed into use as money. 
f�1mous in story, were offered to him, but it is stated has originated new agencies to supply all the new In early times, at the fairs and marts of trade, 
that he rejected them all ; and we think he was right. wants that have arisen, and these have been as numer- where each took the surplus of his products, which he 
It appears to us that it is much easier to load a heavy ous as the days of his existence on this globe. did not need, to exchange for other articles whicli he 
gun at the muzzle than at the breech, because a mov- Improvements in tools are sure marks of advancing desired ; if a man had a quantity of fur which he wish
able breech piece for a cannon is so very unwieldy that civilization : they afford evidence of the progress of ed to exchange for a horse, and did not succeed in 
it cannot be so easily handled as the charge and ram- mind in subduing matter to man' s purposes, and they meeting a man with a horse who wanted fur, he soon 
rod at the muzzle. Such guns are also liable to get are proofs of the triumphs of cultivated intellect. By found that his most j udicious course was to exchange 
out of order by their breech screws expanding with such agencies the powers of civilized man are so in- his fur first for a quantity of some valuable metal, and 
heat and stripping by the recoil of the discharge. They creased, that one can exert a greater influence and this he would find more readily exchangeable for a 
have one advantage, however, and but only one : that accomplish more labor than a thousand ignorant bar- horse. Reasoning beforehand, it might seem as if 
is, they are well adapted for washing out, as they can barians. The nation which possesses the best tools some article of universal and prime necessity, like 
be rapidly sponged by thrusting the swab through produces the most perfect manufactures, and is essen- wheat, would be more readily exchangeable for all 
them from end to end. But this does not afford suffi- tially the most powerful and wealthy in proportion to other commodities than any metal ; but on a full ex
eient compensation for their many defects. its popUlation. Tools are generally held to be those amination we find that this is not the case. When 

Common breech-loading hand rifles are liable to machines which are used in workshops to fabricate the our St. Louis merchant desired to transfer certain 
leakage by the frequent opening and shutting of the parts of implements, apparatus and machinery used in values to New York, he found a large number of com
breech. To avoid this in Sharpe' s  rifles, they can be agriCUlture, manufacturing operations and commerce ; modities in regular course of export from the West to 
loaded at the muzzle and the leakage prevented, but this is a very restricted application of the term. the East. Among these wcre wheat, corn, rye , barley, 
When one requires to be ". wiped out, " the opening of Any machine is it tool when it abridges labor, because whisky, bbef, pork, butter, cheesc, bacon, eggs and 
the brel)ch affords a most convenient arrangement for it is an implement-either simple or complex-by furs . But against all of these there were two obj ec
this purpose .  Small arms may be more complicated which man either secures new results or produces well tions which did not apply to lead ; they were liable to 
than large guns, without being subject to the same ob· known results in a superior manner. When the late be damaged on the passage, and they were more sub
jections, as the light breech piece of the former may be Viceroy of Egypt, upon one occasion, determined to ject to fluctuation in price. If he bought fur, he 
very easily moved, while this can never be the ease open up one of the old canals of that country, he made might possibly make a profit on it ; but, on the other 
with the latter. a conscription of ten thousand peasants without pro- hand, he was very liable to be obJiged to sell it for 

Captain J. Norton, a retired British officer, who has viding a single shovel or barrow for them. The most three-fourths or one-half of what it cost him. In buy
been an active and scientific experimenter for several of these labor serfs had no other tools but those which ing lead, he was more certain of being able to sell it 
years with firearms and projectiles, has recently sent nature furnished, and numbers of them had actually to promptly in New York for what it cost him, than was 
us a little, volume containing notices of his military scoop up the mud with their hands. Their labor was the case with any other commodity Whatever, except
inventions ; and in it we find the description of a curi- of the most aggravating character, and it is stated that ing silver or some other metal more valuable than 
ous projectile, which may render iron war ships more one-half of the poor beings perished from overwork lead. 
dangerous than wooden ones. He says : " Observing and malaria sickness. A single steam excavator has Human nature has always been the same that it is 
that cannon shot, on passing through a ship' s  side, left done more work in one day than the whole of these now, and the properties of substances have been the 
a perforation that was easily plugged up, I tried an ten thousand Egyptian serfs did in a week. This ease same ; therefore, there was always the same reason 
('xperiment with a hollow punch, and fired it from a affords us some idea of the advantages which tools con- why men should seek the metals as deposits of value 
rifle into a plank of wood, when I found it cut a hole fer upon civilized man, and a thousand other cases, which they did not require for immediate use, that 
like a wad cutter. " It would appear reasonable that, equally as applicable, could be adduced had we space there is at the present day. If a man invested $100 
by forming large projectiles for rifled cannon in the for the purpOJc. in wheat, and laid it  away, his property was exposed 
form of hollow punches, having steel lips, that they With respect to those tools, such as lathes, drillers,

' to two dangers-the wheat might rot, in which case 
would bore their way through a six-inch plate of iron, planers, &c. , it is a well known fact that the machine he would lose all of his investment ; or it !night de
\Jvery shot cutting out a clean hole. These holes shops in which the best description are found, the most cline in price, in which case he would lose a portion. 
could be plugged more c<lsily than those formed with superior work is always " turned out . "  In a recent But if he bought a quantity of one of the more valua-
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74 
ble metals, like gold o r  silver, h e  was sure that it 
would not decay, and it was in danger of but very 
slight fiuctuation in price. He might lay it away for 
weeks, or months, or years, and whenever he had oc
casion to exchange it for any article to gratify any of 
hi8 wants, he would find it to possess the whole, or 
nearly the whole, of the value which it originally cost 
him. It is this power of p1'eserving values so perfectly, 
that seems to have given the precious metals their 
great exchangeability. 

When it was found that these metals were more 
readily exchangeable than other commodities, this 
fact made them more eagarly sought for, and still 
more readily exchangeable, so that they acquired the 
new use of instruments for effecting the exchange ot 
other commodities. At first, the amount of metal 
given in exchange for any commodity was ascertained 
by weighing, and this is practiced to a considerable ex
tent yet. In China, notwithstanding the old and 
complicated civilization of that empire, a large portion 
of the metal which is used for currency is weighed as 
it passes from one person to another. The writer of 
this has sold many thousand dollars' worth of mer chan
dise for gold dust ,  thc several amounts of which he 
carefully weighed in delicate balances, as he received 
them. But when the precious metals had passed into 
use as currency, various governments had portions of 
them formed into pieces of equal size, and the weight 
stamped upon them, to save the people the great in
convenience and labor of weighing the little quantities 
whenever they passed from hand to hand. And thus 
MONEY introduced itself into human affairs, and com
menced the exertion of its great and all-pervading in
fluence. 

It will be observed that it is the property of ex
changeability alone"which causes money to be univer
sally sought after. When men are struggling to ob
tain money, what they really desire is food, or cloth
ing, or fuel, or houses, or horses, or carriages, or 
books, or some other of the thousand articles which 
contribute to the gratification of human wants. As 
the obtaining of money is, in civilized communities,  
the most suitable means of procuring any of these 
articles, it is not strange tj:tat it should be an object of 
intense and universal desire. When a business man 
hires money, the money is not the ultimate object of 
his wants, but some other form of property. If a 
farmer hires it, he exchanges it presently for plows, 
or horses, or cattle, or manure, or seed, or something 
else which will aid him in the cultivation of his land. 
If a manufacturer hires money, it is with the intention 
of exchanging it for machinery, or raw material, or 
labor, or some kind of capital which will facilitate his 
operations. If a merchant procures a loan , he ex
changes the money for merchandise, which he may 
sell for more than its cost, and thus increase his 
possessions. Wide spread and intense as is the desire 
for money, it is only desired because it can be ex
changed for other kinds of property. 

. . . .  

THE SAFETY OF THE FEDERAL CITY. 

It cannot have escaped the attention of our readers 
that the political newspapers at the present time are 
made the channel of many very ridiculous, as well as 
injurious rumors, tending to increase the alarm of our 
people in reference to the present state of things. One 
of the rumors which have been industriously propa
gated is that an attempt would be made to seize the 
Federal City by an armed force, and thus close up all 
access to the city from the Northeru and Western 
States . 

Inventors are writing to us daily, in reference to this 
matter, rearit' 'i the possibility of such a scheme, which, 
if successfnl , would prevent them from obtaining their 
patents. We feel bound by a sense of duty to our 
readers to st1:!e our convictions that no such project 
need be feared.. We bc;lieve that many of the rumors 
in regard to it are mere inventions, set in motion to 
influence the public mind . No such contingency can 
pO!\sibly arise unless thc authorities of Maryland and 
Delaware sanction it, and we do not believe there are 
any considerable number of our people in any section 
of the country, however much they may differ on 
other matters, who would approve such a scheme. 
We indulge a hope that, before the 4th of March next, 
SClme peaceable solution of our present political 
trouble's will be reached. We have faith in the convic
tion that the erisis will be fully reached by the 1st of 
February, and that no blood will be shed. 

How to Treat Horses. 

We have already announced the fact that the cele
brated horse-tamer, Mr. Barey, has been giving a 
course of lectures in this city, upon the proper methods 
of treating horses and other dumb beasts, such as are 
adapted to the service of man. These lectures, accom
panied as they have been by practical demonstration, 
have met with extraordinary success, and have con
vinced the public that pounding, punching, kicking 
and otherwise maltreating this noble animal will 
never cure him of vice . Barey assumes that when 
the horse has been brought to realize his master' s  su
premacy, he will cheerfully obey his slightest com
mand as soon as he fairly understands what is required 
of him. And he never can be made fo understand his 
master' s  wishes if maddened by cruel treatment, or 
frightened out of his wits by. angrily-shouted orders.  
We must allow time for impressions to be made on 
his intelligence, and never confuse him by giving fresh 
orders before the preceding one is thoroughly com
prehended and obeyed. 

It is a peCUliarity of the horse to examine all sus
picious objects by touching them with his nose , as man 
touches them with his hands. Show him a dl'um, sad
dle, buffalo-robe, a string of bells, a wagon, or any 
other thing, and let him touch and smell it until he is 
satisfied it will'not Charm him, and he loses all fear of 
it. But suddenly ihrust at him a strange object, with
out giving him time to examine it, and he flies away 
from it as naturally as we would under like circum
stances. , Hence if a horse is very nervous, and diffi
cult to saddle, harness, or hitch, it only requires a lit
tle forbearance on our part, and a little time, to over
come his restiveness, and make him willing to be sad
dled, harnessed, or hitched. Show him saddle, harness, 
and wagon, instead of hiding them from him ; let him 
touch, smell , and even taste them if he will until he 
understands that they will do him no harm, repeltt the 
lesson a few times, and your victory is certain. But 
fling a saddle or harness suddenly on his back, and he 
will make a wild j ump to save himself from his ima
ginary foe, as naturally as a mf1,n would if even so 
harmless a thing as a twig should fall on him when 
travel1l1g at lllg11 t 111 a aeU8e rore " "  ill '" o Ll'auge lana. 
You may club the poor horse for jumping until you 
smash his skull or break his legs, and he will only 
jump the more in the increased agony of his fear. 
Rarey' s  system is thus correctly epitomized by the Tri
bune ,' " Obedience to man is the ruling principle of the 
horse ; disobedience the penalty of bad teaching. To 
make him obey, it is only necessary to make him fully 
comprehend what is required of him. He has originally 
no conception of his strength as compared with his mas
ter 's ,  and never will have until they are foolishly 
matched in a struggle .  It is the part of wisdom to 
keep him ignorant in this respect, by mastering him 
by gentle but thorough treatment at an early age . In 
the horse, as in man, fear is the result of ignorance ; 
hence he may be accustomed to a locomotive or any 
other frightful object, by giving him time and oppor
tunity to examine it in his own way. All these fun
damental laws which underlie the Barey system are 
very simple to understand, although very little under
stood at present by the public. Simple as they are, 
they have required years of experience and observation 
on his part to develop and define them. When they 
are once generally recognized, the trouble and danger 
of horse-training will be at an end. " 

Cow BELLS .-It is said that a good cow bell of rolled 
sheet iron, well made, 10 inches deep, with a mouth 
3 by 6 inches, can be distinctly heard at a distance of 
from three to five miles. An exchange says that a 
farmer in England provides all his cows with bell s 
tuned to different notes of the scale, and the whole 
running through several octaves. A visitor to this 
farm is charmed by the music, as well as by the sleek 
sides of the cattle. Sometimes he hears several notes 
in unison, then a slight discord, and then a sweet har
mony, and all varied by distance and hy rising ann 
falling of the breeze. 

. . .  � 

MONEY. -We have not altered our mind in reference 
to the practice we announced a few weeks ago, namely, 
to take the bills of all such banks, North, South, East 
and West as are considered solvent at home for sub
scriptions, patent fees, &c. The finances of the coun
try are gradually improving. Let every citizen adopt 
for his motto " Peace, be still ! " 

Recent American Inventions. 

HOISTING APPARATUS. 
The obj ect of this invention is to obtain a hoisting 

apparatus which may have its weight or load readily 
stopped at any desired point, and a brake automatical
ly and simultaneously applied with the stopping of 
the weight or load. The invention also has for its ob

ject the sustaining of the load or weight in case of the 
breaking of the lifting l'Ope , in such a way as to insure 
a certain effectual action or operation of the load-sus
taining mechanism. The inyention has further for its 
obj ect the counterpoising of the platform in such a 
way that, in case of the breaking of the lifting rope,  
the connection of the counterpoise will not intel'fere 
in the least with the load-sustaining mechanism. The 
inventor of this device is E. G. Otis, of Yonkers , N. y ,  

RAILROAD CAR STARTER AND STOPPER. 
This invention consists in the arrangement of two 

toothed racks placed in different vertical planes , and 
one above and the other below the axle of a railroad 
car, in combination with suitable springs and with a 
sliding pinion, in such a manner that, by throwing 
said pinion in gear with one or with the other of the 
racks (according to the direction in which the car is 
moving) the springs are compressed, and if the pinion 
is now shifted so that it gears into both racks, the cal' 
is stopped. If it is now desired to start the car in 
either direction, the pinion is shifted so as to gear into 
one or the other rack, and the force of the springs, 
which has a tendency to bring the racks back to their 
original position, is exerted so as to turn the axle and 
the wheels in the desired direction. In order to pre
vent danger, should the momentum of the car be so 
great as to drive the !'acks clear back to the last tooth, 
the last tooth of each rack is so made as to yield, be
ing kept in the required position by springs applied in 
such a manner that the pinion, on coming in contact 
with each tooth , may revolve without injury to its OWll 
cogs or to those of the racks. The inner teeth of the 
racks are cut hltlf-way, so as to allow the pinion to 
rotate freely between said racks; and the clutches or 
dogs which retain the pinion on the axle and cause it 
to rotate with the same, are placed in such a position 
that the cogs of the pinion are allowed to enter the 
teeth of t.h.lL,Lacks before said clutches take effect, 
whereby the danger of breakmg Lne pu=--�-��
is obviated. B. Morohan, of Brooklyn, is the inventor 
of this apparatus. ----........ ,-....... --_._-_. --

Sharks About-Beware of Them. 

'fhe moment a patent is publicly issulld to any of 
our ingenious fellow-citizens, the recipient' s name ann 
post-office address become the target for scores of cir
culars through the mail from greedy adventurers of 
every name and condition. A sends a circular, printed 
like a private letter, confidentially advising the pa
tentee to expend a few dollars in lottery tickets, for 
which the writer is the agent. B is a dealer in patent 
rights, and coolly solicits a small advance, for which he 
will almost warrant a sale of the patent for ever so 
many thousand dollars, and, pel'haps, inclosing with 
the circular a blank power of attorney or assignment, 
which he requests the patentee to sign. C is an ob
scnre patent agent, whose clients are few and far be
tween, his only resource being to send a long yarn to 
the newly fledged patentee, informing him that his 
patent will be good for nothing, unless said poor 
patent agent is allowed to patch or doctor it up-of 
course , the mode of treatment is to bleed the palentee. 
We warn our l'eaders to beware of all these greedy 
pa�asites, and to omploy only such attorneys as al'e 
known to be trustworthy, and never to remit money 
to persons of whom they know nothing. Money ex
pended in lottery tickets is the poorest investment we 
know of and we would not advise any one to risk a 
single �nt in so hopeless an enterprise. 

, .. .  

TIlE safe-key of the Revere Bank, Boston, with a 
million combinations,  became disarranged recently, 
and the mechanical skill of thc maliCr could not open 
it. Business was at a stand-still. A gang of work 
men were at last set to work to batter down the 
masonry. 

THERE were 1 ,040 gallons of wine made at Fort 
Madison, Iowa, during the past season ; and as the 
business is only in its infancy all over the State, Iowa 
may be !et down for a large yield next Beason, should 
the weather prove favorable . 
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THE POLYTECHNIC ASSOCIATION OF THE AMERI

AN INSTITUTE. 

[Reported for the Scientific American.] 

The usual weekly meeting of the Polytechnic Asso
ciation was held, at its room in the Cooper Institute, 
this city, on Thursday evening, Jan. 17 ,  1860. The 
President, Professor Mason, in the chair. 

ZIXC IN NEW JERSEY. 

The PRESIDENT stated that, in pursuing the yeins of 
the red oxyd of zinc in New Jersey northward, the 
workmen had fallen upon a bronze carbonate of zinc, 
which , although no better for making zinc paint, is of 
high yaluc for obtaining the zinG metal . 

ELECTRIC IGNl1'lOX. 

Dr. VANDERWEYDE read a paper upon the different 
methods of producing and using electricity to ignite 
inflammable substances, which he illustrated by ex
hibiting and explaining apparatus used for that pur
pose , and Ly experiments. He enumerated the fol
lowing mcthods :-

1 .  '1'he spark of a common electric machine has Leen 
lIsed for a century in igniting all kinds of inflamma
hIe substances-solid, liquid or gaseous. 

2.  The small spark of the electrophorus will ignite 
hydrogen gas or the common coal gas . Dr. V. lighted 
gas by a spark from an electrophorus, Mr. Stelson reo 
ceiving the spark, through the current of escaping gas, 
into his finger. 

3. Platina wire, heated by a galvanic current, has 
been extensiyely used for igniting gas, and also fOl' 
blasting. '£his was the method employed by Maille
fert in I'emoving rocks from New York harbor and 
from Hurlgate. Many gas burners hlwe been lighted 
at the Bame time by thiK metilOd. 

4. It is a common experiment tLt present, that the 
rubbing of the feet on the carpet in a very dry room 
will produce electricity enough to charge the person 
with it, so that, by touching the gas burner with his 
finger, the experimenter may produce a small spark, 
which will ignite the gas. 

5.  The galvano-electric induction apparatus in
vented by Ruhmkorf, in Paris, may be used to produce 
a spark at each of several hundred burners at the same 
time. Wilson ' s  patented method has been applied at 
the Cooper Institute, where the 300 gas burners in the 
large hall in the basement are lighted by sparks ob
tained from a Ruhmkorf induction coil conveyed from 
the laboratory, five stories above, the current passing 
through isolated wires over a distance of about 1 , 000 
feet. The Ruhmkorf apparatus is based upon the 
same principle as the well-known galvano·electric bat
teries in use for medical purposes. Although the 
burners are , in fact, lighted consecutiYely, yet the ve
locity of the current is such that they are apparently 
lighted at the same instant. 

6.  A common glass disk electric machine, henneti
('(tlly inclosed in a glass case and kept perfectly dry 
with chloride of calcium, has been usea to produce 
sparks for the same purpose . 

7 .  Very recently, a patent was taken out by Mr. 
Batchelder for the connection of a YlIlcanized india
rubber disk, of three inches diameter, with the chan
delier in which it is hidden, so that, by turning a knob 
at the lowest part of the chandelier, it produces by 
friction some electricity, which is conducted by isola
ted burners to the six or eight burners lighting the 
gas. 

8. Ktill bter, a patent has been applied for for a 
similar india-rubber disk, which, by turning, lights a 
small alcohol lamp, and thus allows one to dispense 
with the use of matches. India-rubber and gutta
perch a are much more certain in their effects than 
glass, being less apt to condense moisture from the at
mosphere upon their surface . 

D. Instead of the large hattery used in No. 3 ,  Dr. 
V.  had used the magneto-electric apparatus, in which 
a soft iron core is wound with a coil and revolves in 
frout of a bunale of seyen powerful steel magnets of 
]Hll'seshoc form, of two feet length . '111e magneto
dedde apparatus has alRo been nsed fOl' medical pur
poses. Dr. V. exhibited an arrangement of the appar
ntus deyisea by him, which may be placed within a 
box three inches each way, and yet be ns powerful as 

those in large boxes .  
10 .  As it requires a less quantity .of electricity to 

produce sparks tha;n to heat wire, Dr. V. exhibIted a 
drawing of a magneto-elect.ro apparatllls ,  to produce 

�1tt Jdttdifit �uttritau. 
spark� for igniting gas, &c. It consists of a coil of 
soft iron wire, similar to that in the Ruhmkorf coil, 
but wound only with the carefully isolated fine wire 
of several thousand feet in length, the large wire for 
galvanic current being omitted, as the iron coil is 
magnetized by the poles of powerful steel magnets 
rapidly moved along its extremities.  

11.  Another form of magneto-electric apparatus, in
yented a few years ago in France, consists of a bundle 
of horseshoe steel magnets, powerfully charged, with 
their poles rounded off, and the steel itself wound with 
the usual coil . If, now, in front of these magnets, a 
soft iron, in the shapc of a common keeper,  is re
volved, the_rapid changes in the free magnetism of 
the steel produces electric currents in the coil more 
powerful than if the coil is  wound around the revolving 
piece or pieces of soft iron, as in the arrangements 
Nos. D and 10. 

Dr. V. has projected and made provisional experi
ments with two very different applications of this prin
ciple .  The permanent magnet has the advantages of 
being less expensive, more convenient, and morc reli
able than the galvanic battery. Magnets well made , 
if kept in operation by the " keeper, " or otherwise, are 
always the same, and never lose their . power ; while 
the g�l�.ani? battery will sometimes be out of order , 
and refuse to produce the usual resul ts. The first con-
strnction is this : 

-

12. '1'wo straight cylindrical steel bm's, of about one 
foot long, and composed of three ,  five or seven flat 
bars, secured parallel together with screws and after
wards turned cylinarical, ,ne magnetised as strongly 
as possible,  and inclosed in a glass tube of the same 
length, and open at both ends. Around this a coil is 
wound for the whole length, in such a way as to be 
thickest toward the poles, where the greatest magnetic 
intensity resides. 'l'hcse magnets are then secmed in 
a horizontal and parallel position on a wooden b!tsis, 
one at each side, equidistant and parallel to a horizon
tal axis which hi a little longer than the hal'S. At each 
extremity of this axis is attachea a keeper, at right 
angles thereto, and at such a distance that, by turning 
the axis, the keepers pass with their ends very closely 
along the extremities of the steel magnets, which, of 
course, lie with opposite poles toward the same 
keepers. This arrangement works like the double of 
that last described, and has the advantage that all the 
magnetic surface of the steel magnets is made available 
by the coil . 

13.  The second construction consists of two strong 
horse-shoe magnets of polished steel, ,,-ith cylindrkal 
extremities, lying on a hOl'izontal base, and touching 
each other with their opposite poles, which arc situ
ated in a coil of fine, well-i�olated copper wire, im
moyably fixed to the said base. '11w magnets may 
slide in and out of the two coils. If, now, by meallS 
of a level', the poles of the two horseshoe magnets are 
suddenly separated inside the coils, to the distance of 
from a half to three-quarters of an inch, their magnet
ism, made latent by the contact, is suddenly set free, 
and they induce an electric current in the coils. By 
j oining the magnets again, a current will be developed 
in the opposite direction. If desired, those two cur
rents may be led in the same direction by a commuta
tor attached to the same lever . 

Former experimenters have sought to increase the 
power by increasing the number of coils and magnets ; 
Dr. V. , on the contrary, by increasing the size of the 
coils and magnets. He pl'Oposes to make a magneto
electric machine similar to the galvano-electric ma
chine of Ruhmkorf. 

'111e magneto-electric apparatus may be used with 
perfect safety for hlasting purposes, which is not the 
case with the galvanic batteries used exclusively hither
to ; because, with the galvanic battery, an accidental 
connection of the wires sometimes produces a prema
ture discharge ; but with the magneto-electric appara
tus ,  the wires may all be connected and no discharge 
can take place until the apparatus is set in motion with 
a certain Yclocity, which may he ahsolutely preventea 
hy placing some ohstruction upon the rotary wheels, 
or taking off the handle, or by locking up the appara· 
tus in a small box. 

Dr. V. exhibited the magic wafers, which may be 
exploded by an almost invisible spark, and ignited one 
of them by receiving the spark which passed through 
the wafer upon the end of his tongue . Yet these 
wafers, whillh are composed of veryithin paper exN'e'r
ed by a mixture of two parts of sulphuret of antimo-

7 5  
nium with one part of chlomte of potash, will not 
ignite by friction. 

Dr. V. concluded by reserving for himself the right 
to take out a patent for the improycment of the mag· 
neto-electric apparatus, as mentioned under No. 10, 
and for the invention of the apparatus under Nos. 12 
and 13 ; also for igniting gas, gunpowder, &c. , by 
means of heated wire or sparks produced hy the said 
purely magnetic apparatus, requiring no galvanic 
batteries .  

TELEGltAPIIING ·-FEED WATER INJECTOR. 

On motion of :1111'. Johnson, a committee was ap· 
pointed to consider and report upon the two improve
ments in telegraphing recently exhibited before the 
association. 

Mr. FISHER exhibited a specimen of Giffard' s feed 
water injector for steam boilers,  previously noticed by 
him. It will force water into a boiler against a pres
sure twice !tS great as that of the steam operating it. 

The further consideration of this qnestion was post
poned nn til the next meeting. 

POTTERY AXD GI,ASS 

M1'. SEELY made some remarks upon the antiquity 
of the art of pottery, and upon the chemistry of the 
art .  Pure clay is a silicate of alumina, which is an 
oxyd of aluminum. '11w common clay used in the 
arts is usually derived from felspar. In all clays there 
is  a surplus of silicic acid. A piece of porcelain ex
amined through the microscope, i� found to con sist of 
particles of pure day, which is infusible, surrounded 
by the fused silex. If too much silex is added, the 
material will not he sufficiently fusiLlc. If there is too 
much alkali, it will be too fusible. It would seem that 
we might determine, from chemistry, what propor· 
tions are req uired. TIre porcelain of Sevres has becll 
analyzed, but a combination of the same ingredients, 
as pure as possible, fails to produce the required re
sults. The analysis of a clay docs not show its value ; 
we must also examine its mechanical structure. The 
colors given to pottery are derived from metallk 
oxyds only. The common clays contain iron, whic 'h 
is the cause of the rcd color of hricks and commnll 
earthenware. 

The PRESIDENT remarked that pressed bricks arc not 
so dur-a1ile as common bricks, and inquired the reason . 

Mr. JOHXSON attributed it to the want of time for 
the escape of the air. 

Mr. GARVEY attributed it to the greater difficulty of 
properly baking pressed brick, so that they should be 
homogeneous . 

Mr. DIBBEN attributed it to the pressed bricks being 
formed dry. Manipulation with water is required to 
produce the proper arrangement of the particles. 

The PRESIDENT made some remarks upon the import
ance of some practlcal mode of covering the outside 
of our dwellings with an indestructible material. Mor
tar is now so constructed that the lime merely binds 
together the imperishable sand, and only becomes 
harder by time . If the force of the bricks can be pro
tected, so as to be impervious to moisturp, i t  is a 
great desideratum. 

Mr. GARVEY thought that any new device would be 
useless without a higher degree of practical skill 
among mechanics. A face of mortar, properly pre
pared and properly applied, will last forever. 

Dr. KNIGHT exhibited specimens of silican marble, 
produced from Keene' s  cement, which is a secret pre
paration. 

Mr. GARVEY said that it was merely lime, combinea 
with nlum-a refined form of the Roman cement. 

Dr. VANDlmWEYDE said that, even after mortar is dry, 
a continual action is going on between the silica and 
the lime. It is sometimes supposed that we have not 
such good mortar as the ancients; but it is nothing 
but the age . 

PROJECTILES FOR RIFLES. 

The subject selected for discussion upon the next 
evening, offered by :Mr. Stetson, is " Projectiles for 
Rifles and Rifled Cannons. "  

'1'he PRESIDENT-Perhaps th!'re i s  n o  hetter way for 
us to keep the peace than by heing prepat'ed to kill 
500,000 men in a day. 

On Illotion the association adj ourned. 

'l'HERE are 9 English, 2 French, 1 Spanish, and 4 
German daily papers in San Francisco, Cal . '1'here 

are 22 weeklies, wh!lreof 18 are EngTItlh, 3 French , and 
1 Italian. There are 7 mouthlies, one of which is 
medic:.l, and another religious. 
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76  
Al'IIERICAN ENGINEERS' ASSOCIATION. 

[Reported for the Scientific American.] 

On Wednesday evening, January 9th, the regular 
weekly meeting of this association was held at its 
room, No. 24 Cooper Institute, this city-Thomas B. 
Stillman, Esq . ,  President ; Benj . Garvey, Esq. , Secre
tary. 

NEW INVENTIONS. 

Merrick' s  Propeller Engine. -The President introduced 
to the association Mr. B. E. Merrick, of Buffalo, who, 
by aid of drawings, explained to the several members 
present the plan and general operation of a propeller 
engine invented by himself, and which is now in suc
cessful operation in the steamer Northe:rn Light, running 
upon one of the Western lakes. Mr. Merrick presents 
several important modifications and alterations in his 
engine, as compared with others now in use, and 
strongly advocates their entire practicability. His 
propeller wheel or screw is very similar to George 
Hibsch's ,  of Albany, but was wholly an invention of 
his own. When the report from the appropriate com
mittee upon this engine comes before the association, 
we shall refer to it at greater length. 

McNeiU' s  LrJw Water Detector. -Mr. J. McNeill, of 
Marion, Iowa, submitted to the society (by letter) the 
drawings of an entirely new low water alarm, an in
vention of his own, and one which he thought might 
be very successful in its operation. He had sent it to 
them for their opinion thereon, which the association 
will give at an early day. Mr. McNeill expressed it as 
his opinion that the different investigations entered 
into by the American Engineers' Association in rela
tion to low water detectors were of the highest value, 
and would, without doubt, result in the greatest good 
to those directly interested. ·  

Vanderwrq;de'8 Barometer. �Dr. Vanderweyde, In
structor in Physics and Chemistry, Cooper Union, 
New York city, presented to the association an im
proved barometer. He had experienced much difficulty 
in experimenting with · the ones generally used ; tney 
were, in fact, insufficient for the important work in
tended to be performed by them, which induced him 
to attempt to produce a better ; the instrument sub
mitted was the result of his labors: It consists of a 
pipe six feet in length and three-fourths of an inch in 
diameter attached to a small dial-faced cap, which was 
graduated to 1 , 0000 C. , equal to nearly 2,0000 Fah. 
The construction of this barometer partook, in a great 
measure, of that of the " Compensation Pendulum, "  
its operation being the expansion of different metals, 
platina and iron, the iron being covered with copper to 
prevent corrosion or blistering. These metals were 
within the pipe or tube, and directly attached to a 
ratchet wheel within the cap, which caused the opera
tion of it to be . exceedingly simple but very effective. 
Dur�ng the explanation of the parts of his instrument, 
Dr. Vanderweyde entered into details in relation to 
the other barometers in use, and made thereon many 
interesting and instructive suggestiQns. 

The above inventions were duly referred to the Com
mittee on Science and New Inventions, who will speed
ily report thereon. 

At this j uncture, the Spedal Committee appointed to 
re-examine Messrs. Warren & Banks' " Alarm Gage or 
Low Water Detector " (Warren' s  patent) , submitted 
the annexed report :-

The Special Committee appointed ,  &c. , &0. ,  would re
p ort that the principles upon which this instrument is con
structed are as follows:-

1. When a tube is c onnected with a steam boiler, so that 
one end opens into the steam space and the other end into 
the water space , the water will stand at the same level in 
both boiler and tub e ,  unless the b oiler foams ; and, in such 
a case, the water will stand at a level in the tnbe due to 
the real quantity of water in the boiler, and not to the 
hight to which the water foams. 

2 .  A metallic tube filled with water or steam will quickly 
attain the same,  or nearly the same , temperature, as its con
tents. 

3. Such a tnb e ,  when heated ,  expands with a force equal 
to that with which it would resist a crushing pressure, and, 
when cooled, contr.acts with a force equal to that with 
which it would resist a tension strain. 

4. A spring having the form of an arc of a circle,  with 
small rise,  will ·rec·eive considerable motion at the crown of 
the arc when the ends of the spring are imperceptibly 
moved toward or from one another ; in the same manner 
and for the same reasons as in the j oggle joint, when near
ly straight, a very small motion of the ends gives a consid
erable motion at the joint. 

5. When the tube is connected with the b oiler, as men
tioned ,  the temperature of the water in it remains constant
ly much below the boiling point, unless there be too high 
water, when a circulation takes place , and the water be
comes hot enough to expand the tube and give an alarm. 

The first four of these principles are well recoguized, and 
are acted upon daily in every engineering establishment ; 
and all the committee had to do was to see if they were jn-

diciously embodied in the instrument under consideration, 
and, after careful examinations, they are unanimously of 
opinion that they are so embodied. 

The fifth principle enumerated, is the most difficult for 
your committee to pronounce upon, for if there be a rapid 
condensation of steam in the tube leading from the b oiler, 
the c ondensed water would have the temperature of boil
ing water at the moment of condensation, and, being speci
fically lighter, would remain in the tube and displace the 
c older water. To have this occur, however, would reqnire 
so great a condensation of steam that the instrument is not 
very likely to b e  so placed as to have a sufficient length of 
tube filled with steam , and so exp osed to c ooling agents as 
to produce this circulation to a serious extent. 

Steamboat Disasters on Western Rivers. 

The St. Lonis BuUeJ-in has published a long list of 
accidents and disasters to steamboats, barges, canal and 
coal boats, and other river craft, on the Western rivers 
during the year 1860. . 'l'he number is unusually large, 
and the loss of life attending the disasters is also above 
the average of former years. The following is a synopsis 
of the statement :-

- To ascertain the practical working of this instrument, 
the majority of the committee visited several places in the 
city where it is in use, and in all cases it was found to 
operate speedily and well. . 

Your committee ,  therefore , report that, in their opinion, 
this is a reliable low water detector, high wat'l\r detector 
and sight gage, and that it is not liable to get out of re
p air. 

But, in making this rep ort, they would not be understood 
to say that this or any other instrument can be used with 
safety by any person but a skillful, sober engineer, who 
will see that everytJpng about his boiler and engine is al
ways in good order, for the most accurate instruments pro
duced by man are liable to derangements from a thousand 
causes, and nothing but intelligence can again put them in 
order. All of which is respectfully submitted. 

[Signed.] C.  F. HOLDEN, } 
JOHN C. MERRIAM, Committee. 
BENJ. GARVEY. 

After the reading of this report, it was, on motion 
of Mr. Louis K6ch , laid upon the table for one week, 
for consideration by the .me4nbers. 

A letter in relation to steam boilal' inspections was 
received from an " Engineer of the Metropolis. " It 
was referred to the Committee on Accidents. 

The meeting then adj ourned. . . . .  
Annual Statement of the Whale Fishery for 1860. 

[From the Whalemen's Shipping List.] 
We lay before the readers of the Shipping Li8t, the 

Seventeenth Annual Statement of the result of the 
whale fishery for 1860. The year commenced with 
no flattering prospects, nor has its success exceeded 
the moderate anticipations which were entertained. 
The whole number of vessels employed in the Ameri
can whale fishery on the first of January, 1861, is five 
hundred and fourteen, against five hundred and sixty
nine on the first of January, 1860, showing a diminu
tion of fifty-five vessels, and an aggregate of 18, 803 
tuns. 

The imports of sperm oil amount to 73 ,708 bbls.  ; of 
whale oil 140, 005 bbls. , and of whalebone 1 , 337, 650 
Ibs. 

Six ships have been fitted from this port the last 
year for Davis' Straits-three from New Bedford and 
three from Fairhaven, whose success remains to be 
proved. 

Of the Northern fleet only two ships have been lost 
-the George lJr Mary, of New London, wrecked in 
Ochotsk Sea, June 7 ,  and the PaUlina, of this port, lost 
in a gale of wind off Lahaina, Nov. 15. 

We cannot now estimate the imports of oil for the 
current year ; but, while we think sperm oil will come 
fully up to that of the past year, whale must fall 
short. 

The number of vessels employed in the right whal
ing business will be considerably diminished this year. 
Many of the largest will be withdrawn and put into the 
freighting business, while others, which need heavy 
repairs, will be sold and broken up. 

The imports of 1859 were, sperm oil 91, 400 bbls. ; 
whale oil 190, 421 bbls. ,  and of whalebone 1, 923 , 850 
lbs . ,  showing a falling off the past year of 17, 700 bbls. 
sperm, 50, 406 bbls. whale oil, and 536, 200 lbs. bone. 

The average prices during the past year have been, 
for sperm oil 1 . 41! cents ; whale oil 49! cents per gal
lon, whalebone-Northern 80 I-5th cents, and South 
Sea 73£ cents per lb. 

The exports of oil and bone for the year have been 
as follows : -Sperm oil 32, 792 bbls. ; whale oil 13,097 
bbls. , and of whalebone 911,226 lbs. ; showing a falling 
off in the export of sperm from 1859, 19, 415 bbls . ,  and 
in whalebone 796,703 lbs. , and an excess in whale oil 
of 4, 828 bbls. 

The news from the Northern whaling fleet the last 
season is very discouraging. During the season of 
1860 about 140 American ships cruised North, includ
ing Kodiak, Arctic and Ochotsk Seas. From the in
formation received it does not appear that their average 
catch will reach 600 bbls.-the lowest average since 
the whaling business was pursued in these seas, accord
ing to the number of ships. 

Estimating the amo�ni �f blood in the human 
body at twenty.four pounds, twelve pounds pass 
through the heart every minute. 

Number of steamboats destroy and damaged . .  299 
Number of canal boats and barges. . . . .  . . . . . . 48 
Coal and fiat boats . . . . .  0 0  . . 0 0  . . . .  0 0  . . . . . . . . . 208 
Steamboats totally destroyed . . .  0 0  . . . . . . . . . . .  120 
Total loss of life . . . . . . . . .  0 0  . . 0 0  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 254 

The disasters are attributed to the following 
Cll.uses :-

Sunk . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0  . . . . d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 1 1  
Burned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 1  
Explosion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' "  . . .  19 
Collision . . . . . . .  0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  24 
Snagged and damaged . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  44 
Damaged by storm . . . . . . . . . . . . . " . . . . . . . . . . .  39 
Breaking machinery . . . . . 0 0 . . . .  . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . 2 1  
Collisions with river bank . . . . .  . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . .  . 8 

The total loss in steamboat property, including 
canal boats, coal boats and barges, exceeds $2, 000, 000. 
The loss on cargo cannot be ascertained. 

to • • • 

Chicago and its Exports. 

The Chicago Tribune publishes a tabular statement of 
the exports of that city in flour, grain and provisions, 
and other leading country products, during 1860. We 
append the table : -

Amount. 
Flour, bbis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  '113,339 

����tb�:� ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ', 
.
.
.
.
.
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.
.
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Oats, bush . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . .  1,039,779 
Rye, bush . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . 129,156 
Barley, bush . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 290,211 
Seeds, bush . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  117,838 
Broom corn, tuns. . . .  . . • .  . . 2,585 
Highwines, bbls . . . . . . . . . . . .  57,617 
Alcohol, bbls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3,883 
Live hogs, No . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . 133,612 

R�:�
s
c��t��,

g
�o��:::: : : : : : : :  1�:r� 

Pork, bbls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  80,095 
Beef, bbs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  84,4:14 
Cut meats, lbs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19,074,377 
Provisions (not classified) 

Rate. 
$4.00 

0.87 
0.45 
0.26 
0.64 
0.52 
2.60 

85.00 
7.25 

16.38 
12.00 
12.00 
60.00 
17.00 
9.00 
0.07 

Value. 
$3,210,025.5 
10,864,285.08 
6,184,427.40 

270,341.54 
82,659.84 

100,909.72 
330,845.40 
219,725.00 
417.723.25 

63,703.54 
1,603,344.00 

272,084.00 
3,123,660.00 
1,361,676.00 

579,726.00 
1,335,206.39 

bbl. . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . .  . . . . . .  2,025 13.00 26,325.00 
Lard, lbs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9,150,899 0.11 1,006,598.89 

��lf:;: lg:: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  i:Wf,�tt g:'r� �gg:mi:� 
Hides, lbs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  11,609,345 0.10 1 ,160,934.50 
Wool, lb . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . 733,755 U.4O 303,002.00 
}till stufls, tuns . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . 906 10.00 9,060.00 
Lead, Ibs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  12,114,268 0.05 600,708.40 
Hay, tuns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.312 10.00 13,120.00 
Eggs, bbls . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . 4,700 5.75 28,312.00 
Poultry, game, lbs . . . . . . . . . .  94,8« 0.10 9,484.40 

�gt:l �:l�� i� 1\:: : : : : :  : : : : :  : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  : : :  '. : :  : : :  . : :  : : : : $�:�:�:� 
Total value in 1858. . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . • .  . .  . .  . . . .  . . . .  . .  . . . .  . .  . . . 19,928,495.83 

The same paper states that a considerable export 
trade, under the general head of " merchandise, "  is 
not included in the foregoing exhibit. The excessively 
high rates of freight, also, are said to have reduced 
the aggregate about one-sixth. 

I • • • 

MANAGEMENT OF CREAM IN COLD WEATHER. -For 
some reason not yet known, cream skimmed from 
milk in cold weather does not come to butter, when 
churned, so quickly as that from the same cow in warm 
weather. Perhaps the pelicles, which form the little 
sacs of butter in the cream, are thicker and tougher. 
There are two methods of obviating this trouble in a 
great degree. One is to set the pan of milk on the 
stove, 01' in some warm place, as soon as strained, and 
let it remain until quite warm-some say until a 
bubble or two rises, or until a skim of cream begins to 
form on the surface . Another mode recommended, is 
to add a table spoopful of salt to a quart of cream 
then it is skimmed. Cream thus prepared will gener
ally come to butter in a few minutes when churned. 
It is thought the salt acts upon the coating of the 
butter globules and makes them tender, so that they 
break readily when beaten by churning. -Maine Fa'l"TflR/T'. 

[We believe, upon good authority and practice, that 
the best temperature for churning milk is about 620 
Fah. It should never much exceed, or be �llowed to 
fall below this. If churned at a lower temperature, 
the butter will not separate freely; and if churned at 
a higher temperature, a considerable portion of the 
casein is always found combined with the butter. 
This gives it a lard-like appearance and taste. By the 
addition of hot or cold water, as may be required, and 
the use of the thermometer to test the temperature, 
there is but little trouble experienced in churning it. "7 
Ens. 

• • •  I 
ANOTHER COURSE OF LEOTURES BY FARADAY. -Pro

fessor Faraday is now delivering a course of lectures 
before the Royal Institution of Great Britain, on the 
" Chemical History of a Candle. "  The publication of 
these lectures, profusely illustrated, will be com
menced immediately in the SCIENTlJlO AMERlCAN;, 
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ISSUED FRm.I THE UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 

FOR THE WEEK ENDING JANUARY 15 , 1861. 

ReprYrled Officially for 1M StMnli/ic American. 

95.-S. C. Abbott, of Zanesville ,  Ohio,  for an Improvement 
in Projectiles for Ordnance: I claim, first, So constructing the shell that it charges itself or the interstices between the grains of powder with which it is loaded with atmospheric under pressure, as it fiies through the air and at the moment of contact with a resisting object confines said co�pacted or com-pr�::���r����i��ii���::. ac,do�;��ec��rg�lSi:o��t:����'n of the shot or shp.ll m the described combination with the cylindrical rear portion for the purposes explained. Thir<;i, C�nst�cting the screw plug which conducts the fire or the cap to the mtp-rIor of the shell in two parts, and fitting ODe- part over the air nipple of the other part, substantially as and for the purposes set fbrth. Fourth, The employment between the shell and the inner circumference !If the gun of a self-detaching wedge-shaped spring packing strip 

����h�,to o���f��� �tmtm�inlexfbf� �������eg ���gd i�f sl����e[h:�li�� Il!etal of the gun, and rendered solid by means of soft metal plugs or �l�:;: �:l���t��rough its thickest edge, substantially as and for the pur-
96.--;James Adams , of New York City, for an Improvement 

m Hydrometers : I c�ai� the construction of a hydrometer or other instrnment for as-
����i�i�� ���)i��l�U���tro�fe�i��:ls;;ad�s��n�:�!r v�sl��f:!�1�drl rubber or gutta-percha a graduated upper stem made of metal. 
97.-J. T. D.  Alexander, of Maryenna, Texas for an Im-

provement in Cultivators : 
' 

I claim the arrangement of the beams, A A, the bars B B, and H H, RA. cons�ructed, .the sban�s, F F, the "Y!leels; D D, and the slotted crank �xles, E E, the w:hole bemg arranged. and connected in the manner and tor the purpose specified. 
98.-T. F. AlIen, of Dyersville, Iowa, for an Improvement 

in Springs for Railroad Cars : I �laim so arranging the plates and erossbars above each other, and !I0�dlllg �he same together that the plates are sprung, when the spring 
lS III action, from the base to the top of the pile over and under the central <:rossbars, and while being thus sprung the ends of' the plates approxIIrl:ate each o�he�, both vertic,ally Rnd ' latterally without touching an! object or c.ommg m contact WIth bolts, passing through the pile or a trame confinmg them, substantially as and for the purpose set forth. 
99.-Ambrose E. Barnard, of Paterson, N. J. , for an Im-

proved Hose Coupling : 
• I ,claim, fi�st, The india-Nlbber ring, 0, made in the manner described w hlCh constItutes an automatic or self-acting washer Secon� In combination .with the same, the butt', A, cap, B, sprin� ����ci:'the �u;:;!eC����n�'�d�' E, arranged and operated as set fort 

100.-D: S. Bartlet� , of Roxbury, Mass. , for an Improved 
WeIght and HItch Strap for Fastening Horses: I claim the combination of the weight A B WIth the hitch strap D barrel) 0, and spring, E, the whole aITanged a�d operating substaniial� ly as aesc:r1bed for the purpose set forth. 

101.-,J. H. Bean, of Forreston, TIl . ,  for an Improvement in 
Seed Drills : I claim the arrangement of the independently pivoted frame A and rollers, H, with the frame, E ,  and apparatus, F G H J K. tube�, f,' and curved barR, g, as af!d for the purpose shown and described. 

In combmation WIth the above, I also claim the employment of thp. 
�6:es1to��h:E:i�e���g:d�' D, upon the rollers, H, as and for the pur-

[This invention relates to an improved arrangement of seed hoppers, and their connection with furrow shares, whereby a very compact and convenient device is obtained for sowing both grain and grass seeds simultaneously. The invention also consists in a peculiar form of scraper applied to the rollers of the machine for keeping the same free 
from dirt as the implement is drawn along.] 
102 .-M. C. Brelsford, of Girard, m., for an Improvement 

in Rakes for Reapers : I claim the combination, substantially as shown and described of the rake barJ F, w:ith a pitman rod, �, that has one end attached to'a driv� ing cranK, wl}Ile the other end slides through a strap 01' eye upon the trame, or eqUl�ale�t support, so that when the driving crank is revolved the SaId rod, E, WIll be caused alternately to rise and fall and also to move back and forth, and impart a corresponding movement to the rake bar, whereby the rake Is made to sweep across the surface of the 
��aJ;ohr:' :�:�pri::'b����e�ove forward, then descend to the platform, 

fThis invention relates to an improvement in that class of raking devices in which a vibrating rake is employed, the same being so operated as to �ass over the platform in the arc of a circle, and rake the grain therefrom, the rake rising at the termination of its backward stroke above the platform, and proceeding to the front end thereof to again descend and perform its work.] 
103 .-L. B. Brown, of Scriven county, Ga.,  for an Improve. 

ment in Cotton Seed Planters : I claIm the sliding rack, F F, with incUned pins i i in combination with the distributing wheel, R. and driving wheelS: 3 3, the whole constructed and aITanged substantially as and for the purposes set forth. 
104.-.T. F. Cameron, of Livingston county, Mo.,  for an 1m· 

provement in Sub-soil Plows : 
I claim beam, A, clevis, x and y, rotary coulter, B. st.andard, F cutter 

D, with its clevis, T, wedge, z ,  brace, c, hook k and moldboard E, when these several devices are constructed and arranged in the manner and for the pnrpose set forth. 
105 .-J. F. Cameron, of Bedford, Mo. ,  for an Improvement 

in Devices for Securing Shields to Plows : 

a , 
I bC�!:U 6hj a�dnf,����ts���f:d r:��h�dfu�r!bl�' � ����l�o hee::h other in the manner described for the purpose specified. 

106.-J. A. Crandall, of New York Cit[, for an Improve
ment in Perambulators or Children s Carriages : I claim, first, The general form. and arrangement of' the handle frame with its wheel, substantially as described, whereby the same vehiclp case��rid,nTr;��!��1 ��eo�; EI�=�����r :�fJr:��e in whatever position it is set, as described. 

Third, The method described of increasing the adhesion between the sides of the handle frame and lhe .face of the collar on the spindle. 

�ht Jrittdifit �mtritau. 77 
107.-T. B .  D e  Forest, of Birmingham, Conn . ,  for an Im- 120.-Bernard Morohan, of Brooklyn, N. Y. , for an . Im-

proved Instrument for Cleaning I,amp Chimneys : provement in Stopping and Starting Railroad Cars: 

bi�;lt�� :,u�Pi�fal��;:n�m:��!�d���E-��::fe:sre��:.t1e bKb�o�l�oe�: th; �1�J�i�1:t��,nft:�:�I��������c�o:n G�hdi�he::��edt�:� tb�t��� velope, operating substantially as set forth. �m� tll� t��R!�iFrh:�fh�;.fully leaving one rack, will necessarily engage 
108.-W. A. Dryden, ofllfonmouth, Ill. , for an Improvement I also claim the arrangement of the spring teeth, p p, with the racks, 

in Cultivators · .. G G', m the manner shown and described. 
, I cla�m the arrange�ent of the leve�, G. with ihp. dog, f, in c0l!lbina- Sl!d:I'E C�t!��h� a��d�=��n� o£, t�� t�E'�:��rl:�d�'O; tt!, ;::o��: 
�iaie��:hat�t:t��d�� 0:u�1:c�Ptt��:�r������tt��I���r::�st����d'�1�� ��� I sho�n �nd described. ' , 
erating as and for tho purpose specified, . . 121.-.T. W. Nystrom, of St. Petersburg, Russia, for an Im-

I also cla!m the arr�ngement of the pmiJ ,  pI"<\] ecting from the beam, proved Apparatus for Docking Ships &c · A, in combmation WIth a hole, k, in the ever, G, substantially as and I l '  fi t Th I f ' · · for the purpose described. towe�:��d ccirrldors� a�ri:��cdc�ri� 0�errti��0�:bs:�ifalr;:��3}��t!�� [The object of this invention is to arrange a cultivator which allows of purpose specitled. conveniently adjusting the shares to any desired depth and width, and pe�ll��n�a!�?n;�g!�:�f� oV��e���g P���g�: o�f iE�:����:Jy� ��: which enables the operator to throw the shares out of the ground and stantially as described. . 
to keep them elevated when it is desired to turn the machine to move it [ThIs improved apparatus consists principally of' one or more pontoons from one field to another.] of novel character and construction, which are naVigable, self-propelling 
109.-George Esterly, of Whitewa.ter, Wis. ,  for an Improve- and having within themselves the power of sinking and fioatlng again 

ment in "fIand Rakes for Reaping Machines : under the control of persons on board. A full and Illustrated descrtptlon 
st!le��,fh:rt�e ���rp��ea�fe�:�ti:: S:: r::!11�e�S�'b�bWt�1:tretgd!�� of this invention was published on page 1, Vol. I. (new series), of' the 
standing inclined centrally over the platform and grain thereon, sub- SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. ]  st�����Ia. aG::J���\�g the length of the teeth, F, of the rake head, so 122.-E. 0:. OIdfie�d, of Borde�town, .N. J:, for an Improve-that they correspond with the gradually increased thickness of the ment m Machmes for Making Bnck TIles, &c. :  grain as it is deposited upon the platform, and caUl�e the rake head to I claim, first, Thelropellers, i i, traveling in the tapering duct, m, in compress the FRin equally from end to end. substantially as and for the the manner specifie , to compress and consolidate the clay, as set forth. purpose deSCrIbed. Second, I claim the safety plate, n, applied to the duct, m, in the manner and for the purposes specified. 
110.-A. Fanckboner, of Schoolcraft, )-Iich . ,  for an Im

provement in Grain Separators: I claim the arrangement of the screen 2, screen 3, receptacle, 4, receptacle, 7, spout, 5, pipe, 8, box, 6, and drawer, 9, in combination with the vibrating frame containing tne screens of a common fan mill, as set forth and descrIbed. 
l11.-C. C. French , of West Stockbridge, Mass . ,  for an Im

provement in Corn-shelIers: I claim, first, The rotating cylinderh G1 arranged on a yielding framel 
!���I'l�gl!ti���ng:��J��e��tln� a;es�tH;�ri�� shelUng wheel, E, a1 

Second, I claim hanging the longitudinal bars of frame, H, on the tubular bearing blocks, a 8'lld h, so taat the action of the ears of' corn against the cylinder, G, will not cause any friction on the mainshaft, H, substantially as set forth. [This invention consists in the arrangement of a rotating disk wheel having toothed, or picking surfaces, between two large rotating shelling wheels having sharp teeth projecting from their peripheries, in combination WIth two toothed cylinders, arranged on an inclined plane in yielding frames on each side of the single disk wheel. It also consists in hanging each cylinder carrying frame in such a manner that the pres� sure of the corn cobs against the cylinders in the operation of shelling the corn from the cob, will operate on bearings partially independent of the shaft of the toothed disk wheel, thereby removing to some extent the friction of the cylinder frames from said disk shaft.] 
112.-G. W. Furman, of Brooklyn, N.  Y. , for an Improved 

Mode of Relieving Steam Cylinders of the Water of 
Condensation: 

c ���a� !�rv;���i&a��na�� t�::�a:aV.IW.��e�' �!h s���i���hB b! combined and operated as deSCrIbed and for the purpose set forth. 
113.-Homer GiIIet, of Lyndon, Ill . ,  for an Improvement in 

Mole Plows: 

wi��lt�� b�a�E,riG;�fB�ra�� :dj�:ti�e:tsc';::� J ���d s�� f����i?o�t!�: purpose descnbed . [An engraVing and description of this invention will be found on another page.] 
114.-J. Goodman and Samuel Rote , of Lancaster, Pa. , for 

an Improvement in Seeding Cultivators: We claim the combination and arrangement of the donbly adjustable scrapers, S,  with their slotted supports, T, and the seeding roller, B, 
���Ji���fo�t�:�����;:�:n�Tgned.ade and operated substantially as 
115 .-Thomas Hegarty, of St. Louis, Mo. ,  for an Improve-

ment in the Manufacture of Baskets: 
I claim the use of broom corn and wire in combination with willow or ratan, substantially in the manner described, for the purpose of making a cheaper and more durable basket than can be made of willow or ratan. 

116.-Daniel Herlong, of Sandy Ridge, Ala. ,  for an Im-
provement in Cotton Seed Planters: 

paIw��iG ���aCt�;t��W,o:ntt:o�!��d c���h�r,et�e Pa't:�: ;fu�:!�lrhrIi the hopper, B, and all arranged for joint operation as and for the purpose set forth. [This invention consists in a novel and improved means for distribut� ing the seed, or discharging it from the hopper, whereby a uniform discharge of the seed is insured and the seed-distributing device made to operate very evenly or regularly, and not be capable of being Impeded or at all affected by the cotton seed, which, in consequence of the lint with which they are more or lees covered, are Uable to compact in a qUIte soUd mass, and have consequently interrupted the action, in a 
greater or less degree, of the seeding devices hitherto employed.] 
117.-WiIIis Holmes, of Macomb , m.,  for an Improvement 

in Windmills: 

wh�lre�ftt��:���g:��t r��:hj J�e��;\�t!nfoi�nL,�n�n�h��1��: � t:e manner and for the purposes shown and described. 
[The nature of this invention consists in arranging on the inside of a 

fiume or cylindrical casing having one flaring end, and mounted in such 
a manner that it can rotate horizontally and always present its broad 
end to receive the current of air, a stationary and a rotating wheel-the former to regulate and direct the currents of air to the latter; and it con .. sists in combining with the flaring end of the flume two sliding shutters, which will entirely or partially close the end of the flume ; and the invention further consists In arranging two perpendIcular wings or shut
ters In the back of the flume, and in combining them with a fan and spring in such a manner that the wings w1ll spread out when the wheel revolves too fast and check the current of air, and thus serve to govern the motion of the wheel.] 
118.-.T. D. Houston, of Pop e ' s  Depot, Miss. ,  for an Im

provement in Cotton Scrapers: I claim the arrangement of the scallop-edged driver, B' , pinion, C, rotary shaft? HI and adjustable rota1" hoes, G Gf, with the aq�stable 
:���r!h� d�c'Jb:d:�r�h::����s!s se��o�fh.verning handles, D, as 

[This invention consists in combining in one frame two rotary hoes 
and a double scraper, or two scraping wings of a peculiar construction, 
in such a manner, and in operating them in such a way, that the cotton plants will be left in hills of 8 few stalks, the scrapers will thin out the sides of the htlls while the hoes wtll thin otrthe tops of the hillS.] 
119.-G. W. Lee and A .  R. Reese,  of Phillipsburgh, N. J. , . 

for an Improvement in Seeding Machines: 

c, !�[;!� t���rifn!��e�tai!, �: ::aV;f3:d
c�:�s:

n���, �,':d: 'Ith::!t g, and feed ba.rs, I I', substantially as described, when employed with a lifting board, M, operating in the manner and for the purposes 8S set forth. 

Third, I claim the arrangement of the air vessel, t, rollers, u u, and casing, v, In combination with the die, s, in the manner and for the pur� poses specified. 
123.-.T. H.  Osgood, Jr. , and F.  B.  Shaw, of Boston, Mass. , 

for an Improvement in Railroad Car Couplings: We claim the combined arrangement of the V�shaped bar, Dt cross bar, 0, and spiral springs, n n, the whole constructed and operatmg as d�:��ti�d.and in connection with the eyes, p and r, tor freight cars, as 
We also claim making the cross bar, 0, detachable or removable, to bp. employed in connection with the hole, S, when it is necessary to couple into a car having the ordinary coupling. 

124.-E. G. Otis,  of Yonkers , N. Y., for an Improvement in 
Hoisting Ap:paratuses: 

I claim, first, Havmg the �WIS, r f, and the teeth of the meks, C C, 
��?t� {���:: oe;���t���:t�: of�e �����;�:u:eel��tp��i:eaJJa�:l: to lock together and prevent the contingency of a separation of the same, as set forth. Second, The arrangement of the ropes, T U and V, combined and operating substantially as and for the purpose set forth. Third, The arrangement of the slide or belt-shipper, 8, with the shoe or brake, Z, and rope, Tb. substantially as shown, to admit of the slmul� 
re���ies aEli�;:,t�K��! s:tbf��tand the shifting of the belts, 0 P, on 

FourtS, Attaching the rope, Q, of the counterpOise, R, to the drum, H, on the OppOSIte side f'orm the lifting rope, G, substantially as shown, �r� �gec��ti����i����:fet;t��h�'t�!h��t f.reventing or interfering 
125 .-W. P. Penn, of Belleville ,  TIl . ,  for an Improvement in 

Seeding Plows: 

B I aC�� ��eg��c�����{r:�����to��d��e!:�: ::a1n�� �ol�:�d��:e of the pfow, for the purpose of' sowing broadcast or drilling the seed in the bottom of the furrow; the whole to be made, operated and arranged substantially in the manner described. 
126.-Washington Roberts, of Rocheport, Mo. ,  for an Im

provement in Covering Plows: 
I claim the arrangement of the inwardly flaring shares, A, attached by means of the arm, C, to the inclined standard, B, in combination 

:���t���fede��d����:[ela::Eaof�:th���;g::��t �bA�� whole being 
[The object of this invention is to provide simple and effective means 

to cover the seed and to press down the ground upon it by one opera� 
tion j and it consists in the combination of two inwardly flaring shares, 
attached in an inclined position to the standard of a plOW, with a press .. 
ing roller aITanged close behind the shares and supported by pendants, 
which, at the same time, form braces for the shares.] 
127.-B. C. Smith, of Burlington, N. J., for an Improved 

Pavement and Railway Combined: I claim a CAst iron pavement composed of solid plates, each plate having a longitudinal rib or ribs, A, forming a rail for car wheels, and 
��a�::��! r��:�!.l �1� �h�� ��ef�eei:tiid�����;e';:ee��s� ��ae���ft�: latter are cut away near the rails, as set forth, for the purposes specified. 
128.-W. H. Smith, of Wyanet, TIl . ,  for an Improvement in 

Cnltivators: 
. 

I claim the brace rods, g gl pivoted pieces, h h." notched plates, k k, and arms, m m, in combinat on with the Jnvotea shovel stocks, E E , and handles, G G; all aITanged and opeI'Rtmg substantially as and for the purposes set forth. 
129.-D. S. Stafford, of Decatur, 111 . ,  for Improvement in 

Cultivators: I claim, in combination with the driver's seat and a tongue pivoted to the main frame, the arc, d, w1t.h its projections or braces, e e, so that 
�!�::W�� To�ro��Ii!! g:6g::\,� c�:�o�e o��i!�t!:n:ug�a�Ta�n�e d�� scribed. I also claim, in combination with the seat and the main frame, the constrnction and arrangement of the bent axle, for the purpose of al .. lowing the driver to use the axle itself as a lever to raise 01' lower the frame upon itself, substantially as described. I also claim the long bent share blades or cutters, H, for the purpose of cutting under and throwing the loosened soil toword the plants. when combined and arranged with a frame such as described and represented. 
130.-C. C. Stringfellow and D. W. Surles,  of Lumpkin, Ga. , 

for an Improved Mode of Hanging Carriage ;Sodies: We claim the transverse ties, G G, arranged and operatmg substan .. tially as and for the purposes specified. [This invention is a novel Improvement in hanging carriage bodies on springs and from C-shaped jacks, whereby the body is allowed a free and easy vibration longitudinally; and it is relieved from suaden and dis:� agreeable jolts and jerks in traveling on rough roads, or from the sudden starting of the horse. The parts are also so braced and strength . ened that all Uability to twist the carriage body is effectually prevented. The invention consists in the combination of transverse tie rods with the side springs, which are hung by shackle bars or joint links from a·shaped supports.] 
131.-John Wilkinson, of Baltimore ,  Md. ,  for an Improved 

Dumping Wagon: 

fo�t��a!�d���Pc���rn�To�°fti�r��i�nI�)!f�dt::��l��d:;ti�I·J�ti�� 
YOt:ls� �iai�t ���thself_IOCking catch, h, arranged and operated as set forth. 
132.-Lorenz Wolfe, of Hamburg, Mo. ,  for an Improvement 

in Plows: 
aJd cs��:w:ha,�������:t�;��;f: :�np1��b!;�h:n�1��� J'(h!��u���!� tially in the manner described, tor the purpose specified. 
133.-W. C. Wright, of New York City, for an Improvement 

in Car Brakes: 

th! �!1� ��: ����gJo�a:�e�'i�i���e�ti:�<!vW: t:: cr::n��'l 3?, �::a� F G I J, and levers, H K, or other equivalent devices for operating them, as and for the purposes set forth. [This invention relates to an improved brake for city railroad cars, or those which are drawn hy horses, the brake being of that class whlcb 
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7 8  
applies the power used to stop the car in starting them again. The ob� 
ject of the invention is to obtain a simple device w�ich will effect the 
desired end, and one which may be used in all cases ; that is to say, with 
or without a starting power.] 

134.-N. S.  Bean (assignor to the Amoskeag Manufacturing 
C ompany) , of Manchester, N. H . ,  for an Improvement 
in Steam Engines:  

I claim the bifurcated arrd.ngement of the tubular metallic perch hole 
0)' fore body, whether the same is divicled into compartments or not. 

1 35.-William Braidwood, of Mount Vernon, N. Y. ,  and 
.James Whiting, of Brooklyn, N. Y., assignors to Thos. 
Holmes, of said Brooklyn, for an Improvement in Oper
ating Slide Valves of Engines ilnd Pumps: 

'Ve claim the combmation of the direct acting levers, f or f ' , with lhe 
slide valve, h or h' ,  the parts being consh'ucted as specified, so that lhe 
valve covers the openings through which the levers pass, and renders separate packings or stuffing boxes unnecessary, as set forth. 

136 .-Peter Louis , of New York City, assignor to himself 
and Hiram Wandel, of Castleton, N. Y . ,  for an Improve
ment in Stovping and Starting Railroad Cars: 

el r�l:i�nri���i������
t
���e�

f 
a�£ �it�t��:ld���t:a����'t �h��\l� �v�� 

:h��v�'a�ld�:8C��b�d� spl'ing, G, in th� manner and 101' the purpose 
[This invention consists in the arrangement of two ratchet wheels 

which have their teeth pointing in opposite directions, and one of which 
is fast on lhe n.xlc of a railroad car, while the other turns loosely on the 
samp, in combination with two serm.ted bars or racks, one of which is 
above and the other below the axle, and with a spring, in such a man� 
ner that, on fastening the loose ratchet wheel by means of a suitable 
clutch, the momentum of the car strains the spring, and the resis tance 
of the spring causes the car to stop ; and if now the clutch is withdrawn 
from the loose ratchet wheel, the force or the spring is exerted on the 
fast ratchet. wheel, and the axle is  turned in that rl i reetion i n  which it is 
desired to start the car. ] 
137. --G. H. Reister (assignor to him8elf, }]. Cadwalader 

and L. S. Butterfield) , of Washington, Iowa, for au 
Improvement in Wind Mills:  

I claim the series of movable cnrved guiu�s and fixed curved guideg, 
�:�e��: aa:�e�

r
1�
a
r���

d and operated in relation to each other and to t.he 

138 .-H. B. Weaver, of South Windham, Conn . ,  assignor to 
himself and W. H. StJ:ong,  of Norwich, Conn . ,  for an 
Improvement in Machines for Dressing Millstones: 

I claim the alTangemem of the feed screw:!, V lfl, with the disks, Y 
;:se�ft���"� ��d Foar��� ;uP;Js:��e�lA�id.g 

blocks, )1 N-all ar1'8,nged 
[The object of this invention is to obtai-.n a machille for dressing mill 

and other stones, over which the operator may ha\�e perfect control both 

lIlt Jritntifit �mtdtau. 

W. c. T. ,  of Tenn.-All clay requires to he tempered b e ·  
fore it Is placed in the press for molding brIcks. A pug mill is used to  
work and mix the clay for the molding and pres�ing ma('hine. 

R. B. C . ,  of Pa.-Watches are now made and suld hI this 
city with a winding attachment combined with the watch precisely 
Hke your plan. 

J.  C. B . ,  of Mas8.-Your plan for protecting forts from the 
action of shells is not new. A steam floating battery has been in pro
CPS0'3 of const1'Uction for a nnmbel' of years at Hoboken, opposite this 
city, in which the same plan you propose is to be nsed for obvIating the 
eircct of shot or shclls. 

J. A. H. , of N. Y.-If yon cle an the wrought iron shafts 
perfectly, ami hpat t hpm well bpfore you place them into the molds, 
the cast iron will rf'iHlily adhr.l'ft t o  the salnP and yon will obtain sound 
castingr:. 

F. L. A . ,  of Conn.-It is not incumbent upon a patentee or 
his �ssigl1e{'s to put his invention into use in ord('r to susiain his rights 
against infringerI'). Your rights al'e not forfeited by your not working 
the I!atent. 

J. H. G. ,  of ]'Ia.-Orauge peel  contains both water and oil, 
and after the water Is evaporated the oil w11l burn very freely. By 
squeezing the peel near It lamp drops ot oil will fiy separately into the 
flame, producing the little explosions of which you speak. 

G. W. D., of Pa.-Your '1tpparatus is 1'eceived, bnt we do 
not consider it worth a notice. 

J. H. K.,  of Mass.-Arsenic forms alloys with p otassium, 
sodium, aluminum and glucinurn, and it combineli with nearly all the 
lUcta.ls in combination with either sulphuric acid or oxygen. You will 
find directiou$ foi' forming these variolls componnds in Booth's 
, .  Eucyclopoodia of Chemistry." 

J. D . ,  of Ohio.-Paraffine is a product of coal oils and dis· 
tillf'd peat. When heavy coal oil is subjected to a ,"ery low tempern
tl1l'f', by placing ice in it, solid paraIline i8 df'posih�d. This is placett in 
bags and subjected to severe pressure, so as to obtain it in cakes. 

G. H. ,  of N.  Y.-We are not acquain�ed with any method of 
for guiding or moving the pick and the regulating of the force of the recovering the tin of tinsmiths' clippings, which would 110t cost more 
blow thereof. The invention also has for its obj ect the ready adaptation 1 h all the pure metal sold in the market. 
of the machine to the stone, and to so arrange and combine the several J.  M. ,  of Del.-Two cubic feet of resin gas affords as much 
parts that they may be readily manipulated and the pick driven by light as five cubic feet of coal gas. 
power or operated manually, as may be de.ired.] • H. M . ,  of TIl.-You can c olor light furs' black by repeated 

1 39.-1. S. Mackay, of Brooklyn, N.  Y., assignor to himself 
and Hugh Mackay, of Norwich, Conn . ,  for an Improve
ment in Mending Fire Engine House:  

I claim stopping rentf.l or holes in hose and other elftf'tic hIhes Ol' piPBS subtsantially as set forth. 
RE-ISSUFl�. 

19.- George Lind say and William Cameron (assigners to 
William Cameron) , of Petersburg, Va., for an Improve
ment in Tobacco Presses. Patented September 13, 
1859:  

I claim the combination of a pOl·table hydraulic press or jack with a 
������i�7 t�����!��l�of��!� ��:l'�������t ����t�I��l�\\;l� th�e��l�n�;�?e� presented. 
20.-Robert H .  Long, of Phil adelphia, Pa. , for an Improved 

Arrangement of Steam Engines for Propelling Street 
Passenger Cars. Patented January 24, 1860: 

I claim, first, Placing a steam engine and boiler cOD!:{tructed aU/I ar� 
ranged as described, on the platform of a railway car, in the manner SU3:�����I�:6i��e;��e�;inion, F, upon the frame of the engine, thus 
E:rl���irf ��;;ll���iroen t�,Pt�1 �·��li����}�!�,

t
�o��h�

o
���;�s�!��t���f�. 

t
Q 

21 .-A. H. Allen, of Boston, Mass. ,  for an Improvement in 
Seats for Public BuildingA. Patented December 5 ,  
1854: 

-

I claim a swinging or lever seat set and movini upon a cross shaft or hinges, and sustained, when in use, by a stop or stops so disposed as that the rear portion of the seat comes in con tact with said stop or stops 
:o�tii��d �����t ��t��e!e�ht!\�n�t�\����;le���;\l��r:�i'd���'t �:;��� 
snme and retam a vertical or raised position automatically, as herein 
specified. 
22.-William Cameron, of Petersburg, Va., for an Improve

ment in Tobacco Presses. Patented November 9 , 
1858:  

r claim the making of a hydraulic press available in the pressing, and 
retaining under pressure, of t.obacco, by combining and nsing in connec� don with it a retaiDin� press or stand that will receive and holrl the 
pressure impa,rted to It by the said hydranllc presf'l, 8nbstantially as de� 
scribed. 

23.-WilJiam Cameron, of Petersburg, Va. , for an Improve
ment in Tobacco Presses. Patented November 9,  
1858:  

I claim combining with a retaining press or stand that i s to be used in 
connection with and receive i ts  pressure from a hydraulic press a series 

r!i��d��i�t����c�r���, �o�;;t��{faR�e::d��lrf�:d�reater press, but re-

24.-1ohn Gore, of Brattleboro ' ,  Vt. ,  for an Improvement 
in Harvesters. Patented December 27, 185 9 :  

I claim, fir�tt The use of the lever, :\1 ', constructed as described, in 
combination WIth the ta'{lerlng draw bar, D, for elevating the cutting 
a
p
s:c���: T1��j���;::I'eI�0�

e
J���:s���i�d

ri
�:�escrib�d, in combina� ���f�S:. the connecting rod, a, and cutting apparatnl'll and operating as 

ADDITIONAL DIPROVEMENTS. 

310.--Wm. �I. Baker, of Walpole, Ind . ,  for an Improved 
Refrigemtor. Patented April 3 ,  1860: 

-

in 
I
c��

i
�n��To�t�ig��:�!�:, 

t
!� ��!�!tl���a���

s
�p��air:g'i�n&:s�a�� 

ner and for the purpose described. 
[This invention consiRts III the arrangement of a windlass in combina� 

tion with the case that serves as the provision chamber of the refrigera� 
tor in Buch a manner that said case can easily be raised from and low
el'e-d to the table supporting the same.] 

3 1 1.-1: V. Dinsmore, of Auburn, Maine, for an Improve
ment in Metallic Heels for Boots and Shoes. Patented 
April 3 ,  1860: 

I claim the use of a oteel plate so attaohed to the metallic heel as to 
::

a
�
��

b
��d�o�

eth: ;���le ����f::lrom one boot to the other, in the 

immersions in warm liquors of copperas and logwood. White or light 
hair may be dyed black by boiling it ill logwood liquor, containing a 
minnte quantity of copperas, FirRt boil it in a weak liquor, so as to 
make it a slate color, then take it out, ail' it, and boil it in a strong 
logwood liquor, and it will become black . 

L. B. L. , of Vt.-We believe that the b elt saw is not well 
adapted for cutting out fellies, &0. 

J. O .  F . ,  of Mass.-You inquire " When was the act relating 
to deSigns, 011 page 24: of yonr pamphlet on I Patpnt Laws ' passf'd f "  
If  yon hncl looked at the enu of the Act in th� pamphlet you would 
have ascertained the date. 

H. S., of Va. ,  and J. G. , of Ohio.-Dr. G esner's work on 
petroleum oils, published by Bailliere Brothers, No. 440 Broadway, 
this city, cOlltains the information which you want. 

M. B. K.,  of N. Y.-Our charge for binding the SCIENTIFIC 

A:flumIC.!N is 50 cents per volume. We should want to examine your 
premises thoroughly before giving an opinion in regard to the cause of 
the water running back from your trough through the siphon into 
yUHI' well (which is four .. feet higher than the trough) whenever the 
wind is east. 

S. W., of Mo.-You will find many articles on firearms in 
the early llumbers of tht) current volume of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 
and there will doubtless be many more in this volume. The Enfield 
rifle is precisely similar to the United States army rifle. 

J. McC . ,  of Locust Grove .-You can subscribe for Presse 
Bcielltijique des Deux .. llondes through }\fessrs Bailliere! Brothers, No. 
440 Broadway, this city. The fact of there bein&, so very few people 
interested in the construc tion of  reflecting telescopes is the reason why 
we do not publish your novpl suggestions on the subject. Probably 
Professor Mitchell would be pleased to examine them. 

E. G. , of Mass.-Babbitt's anti-attrition metal is composed 
of copper, 24: parts (by weight) ; tin, 24 ; and antimony, 8 :  melt the 
copper first, then add the tin and antimony. 'Vhen all are melted run 
the alloy into ingots, and it is fit for being cast into journal boxes when 
wanted. We cannot glvf'; you the information wantpd rf'gar<iing df'n. 
tistA: vll1canitE'. 

-'--'- " 

Money Received 

At the Scientific .American Office on acco unt of Patent 
Office business, for the week ending Saturday, Jan. 19, 1861 :-

A. G. T., of N. Y. , $35 ; C. W. T., of Pa. , $30 ; J. I. H. ,  of Ky. , $40 ;  
T .  C . , " of N .  Y. , $10 ;  J. B. ,  of N .  Y. , $35 j S. L .  A. ,  o f  N .  Y. , $30 ; I .... A. 
B . ,  of N. Y. , $25 ; J. G. , of N. H. ,  $25 ; A. N., of Pa. , $30 ; L. Y. , of N. 
Y. , $30 ; J. H. K. , of Mass. , S25 j J. O. T., of Ill. , $25 ; G. L., of Iowa, 
$30 : D. C. W. , of N. Y. , $30 : A. C . ,  of Mich. , t;30 : C. H. D. , of III. , 
$25 ; H. N. De G., of N. Y. , $26 ; E. H. ,  of Vt .. , $30 ; J. T. S . ,  of ""'is. , 
$30 ; W. M., of N. Y. , $25 ; E. T. C . ,  of Ma.l!s. , $30 ; J. A. ,  of Maine, $30 ; 
B. M. ,  of N. Y. ,  '2lJ ; S. &; J. , of lIt ,  $30; A. V. R. , of lowfl., $35 ; C. H. 
R., of N. Y. , $58 ; R. S. ,  of N. J. ,  $55 ; E. A. D. ,  of :'\[as8. , $32 ; R. B. , 
of Iowa, $25 ; J. McC . ,  of Ala. , $65 ; A. D. B . ,  of )1a88. , $30 ; B. T. , of 
Mass. , $30 : A. H. C. ,  of Wis. , $10 : G. I. , of !Iich. , $30 : J. W. N. , of 
Pa. , $25 : M. C. B. , of III. , $25. 

Specifications, drawings and models belonging to parties 
with the follo,,1ng initial. have been fOrwl\rded to the Patent Office duro 
ing the week ending Jan. 19, 1861 ;-

T. R. B.o of R. I. ; H. N. D. G. , of N. Y. ; J. R. R. , of Mass. (2 ooseo) ; 
J. T. S . ,  of Wis. ; W. R. , of Conn. ; J. C. T. , or ru. ; A. G. T. , of N. Y. ; 
J. G., of N. H. ; C. H. D., of Ill. ; S. & A., of Iowa ; W. M., of N. Y. ; 
J. B. , of N. Y. : R. B. , of loWlt: C. H. R., of N. Y. ; L. A. B. , of N. Y. 

Important Hints to Our Readers. 
BACK NUMBERS AND VOLUMES OF THE SCIENTIFIC A'IlERI

OAN.-Volumes r . ,  II. and III. (bound or unbound) may be had at this 
office and from all periodical dealers. Price, bound, $1.50 per volnme ; 
by mail, $2-which includes postage. Price in sheets, $1. Every me
chanic, inventor or artisan in the United States should have a com
plete set of this publication for reference. Subscribers should not  
faU to preserve their numbera for binding. 

BINDING.-We are prepared to bind volumes, in handsome 
covers, with illuminated Sides, and to furnish covers for other bind� 
e1'8. Price for binding, 60 cents. Price for covers, by mail, 50 cents ; 
by express or delivered at the office, 40 cents. 

RATES OF ADVERTISING. 
Thirty Cents per line for each and every insertion, payable In 

advance. To enable all to understand how to calculate the amount they 
must send when they wish advertisements published, we will explain 
that ten words average one line. Engravings will not be admitted into 
our advertising columns ;  and, as heretofore, the publishers resen.re to 
themselves the right to reject any advertisement Rent for publica Lion. 

IMPORTANT TO nvvENTORS. 

THE GREAT AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENT 
AGENCY.-Messrs. MUNN & CO. ,  Proprietors of thp. SCIENTIFIO 

AMERICAN inform their pat.rons that they are still engaged i n  preparing 
specifications a.nd drawings and attending to the wants of im�entors iu 
every department bef�re the Patent Office, such as Extensions, Appeals, Interferences, correctmg imperfect papers submitted to the Patent Office 
by incompetent persons, examining into the novelty of im�entIOns, arguing rejected cases, &c. The long experience Messrll. MUNN & CO. 
have had in preparing specifications and drawings, extending over a 
period of sixteen years, has rpudered them perfectly conversant with 
the mode of doing business at the United States Patent Office, and with 
the greater part of the inventions WhICh have been patented. Informa. tion concerning the patentability of inventions is ti'eely given, without chal'gp, on sending a model or drawing and deRcription to this oiHcf':. Consultation may be had with the firm, between NINE and FOUR �g���' ��ilKl�v�tai:oe� B�����PO�FI�i��rhe ��7y

3
�F ��:���:TO:'�� 

�� ���:R �'1f� ;A1��i!1"::le�-�b�E:��'e��r������f:t�d�����ie�111;,a�i 
the firm, aOlI iH in daily commnnication with the Principal Office in New 
York, and personal attention will be given at the Patent. Office to all 
such cases as: may require it. Inven tors a-nd others who may visit 
Washington, having business at the Patent O Olce , are cordially mvitf'd 
to call at their 01l1ce. 

Messrs. MUNN & CO. are yery extensively engaged in the preparatiun and securing of Patents in the various European countries. For the 
transaction of this bUI'I.ineB8 they have Ofi1ces at Nos. 66 Chancery Lane, 
London ; 29 Boulevard St.. Martin ,  PariS i and 26 Rue des Eperonnierp- , Brus�5els. 'Ve thinlc we may safely sa)� that seven-eigh ths of all the 
European Patents secured to American citizens are procured through our Agency. 

Inventors will do well to bear in mind that the English law does not 
limit the iSIii:!le .of patents to inventors. Any one can take out a patfllit 
in Great Brlil-lln. 

A pamphlet of information concerning the proper course to be pursued 
in obtaining patents through their Agency, the reqnirements of the 
�rii��,

t 
��;1iI!�· 'orfle 
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Information about Foreign Patents. 

The annexed letters, from the last three Commissioner of Patents, 
we commend to the perusal of all persons interested in obtaining Pat. 
ents :-

}Iessrs. }fUNN & Co. :-1 take plea�ure in stating that, while I hp,)d 
!!� °B���NO:S�g��:,S�����

f
cr;1e����g:; ��t� �::���.uny�l�:e A�� 

��Ujt�::! t�l����:�
l
�b���et��e ��lu;���i��tt��c����ee:'�thU\lledt:;:���% 

marked degree of promptness, skill and fidelity to the interests of your 
p,mployers. Yours, very truly, 

CHAS. MASON. 
Immediately after the appointment of Mr. Holt to the office of Post

master�General of the United States, he addresssed to ll S  the subjoined 
ve

�rs::.
i
�

i
���

e
&
t
��� .. ��W;ffhrdfil me mnch pleasure to bear testimony 

to the able and efficient manner in which you have discharged your 
duties of Solicitors of Patents while I had the honor of holding the ofllc� 
of Commissioner. Your business was very large, and yon sustained 

�b�flli a�Od
u
��n�g!;J�:Isi��

se
Jd:lRy

t
�� ��f=��g 

o
�o��e�glo'f::i���� 

engagements. Very respectfully, 
Your obedient servant, J. HOLT. 

MESSRS. }fUNN & Co. :-Gentleman : It gives me much pleasure to SlRy 
that, during the time ot' my holding the office of CommiSSIoner of Pat� 
ents, a very large proportIOn ot the business of inventors before the Pnt-
���n��g� ;��:h�;tl

n
:�a\!�v����

n
fo
h th�U[nre���il'o�n:O���li!nrs�Vaes �:l� 

as eminently qualified to perform the duties of Patent Attorneys with 
sk11l a.nd accuracy. Verv respectfully, 

Your obedient servant, Wl\L D. BISHOP. 
de��SSt�·c!{r:ft:e2<;;p�����;�fll����

e
J;.
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models which a�e on exhibItion, or refer to the works of reference con
tained in their lIbrary, access to which can be had at all hours. 

Inventors can communicate in Gennan, French, Spanish, or nearly 
��Int��:al���l;:�:��rn�

o
t��

t
�r�������o;a���rls;��i���
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m��������a�i�h�l!i:'J,l���ittances should be addressed to 
MUNN & CO., 

Publishers, No. 37 Park-row, New York. 

POPULAR LECTURES BY DISTINGUISHED MEN.
These lectures have lately nppeared in the following numbers of 

the HOUSEHOLD JOURNAL, any of which can now be had at the 
price of three cents ench :-

H Little Things," by Rev. Dr. StOITS, in No. 19. 
I' The Equatorial Regions in Africa, " br M. DnChailln, No. 18. 
H Life in the Arctic Regions, " by Bayard Taylor, No. 1 6. 
" Social Responsibilities . "  b

lJI
John H. GoughNNo. 12. 

:: ����f !;d�hi;��a�hi��::" Ii �e�.ej���r Fle��!i., No. 10. The foregoing lectures were all reported b
t 

one of the best phono· 
ty;�PI��v,:

r
�
t
l��::l?edi���l��;v!l� ����Ef�l? �h���lf1�' i�n�'�r�d� 

each wee�, by . others equally instructIv� and interesting. Amongst 
other� whICh \v111 appear shortly are the follO\vll1g:-

" Man and Climate ," by Bayard 'I'aylor. 
H A Day in the AlpR, " by Rev. T. L. Cuyler. On receipt of stamps for the amoun

l. 
the pnblishers will forward an\" 

�o�� ����t 1,,�mra���:t;��t����i�ork�dre8S A. HARTH ILL & ��.�, 

THE ARCHITECTS' AND MECHANICS' JOURNAL, 
the only weekly paper of the kind published in America, and valu. 

able for archi tec ts, civil engineerst buUders, carpenters, mechaniCIil of 
every denomlnation, decorators ana constructors generally. The be!"t 
�l
t
:!,�llJ. lii�:i�;:i��s:

ractical talent i s  employed upon its original al'ti
H Altogether the best 'Work of the kind ever puhlishecl in our city. " _  

Scientific America'll . 
so' ��t

e
�f f���i�
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e
c
�l�ra� ��l���\��S�II������e� t}!i3E�,���!g ��� treats 

lIaifed weekly for $3 a year, in advance. S ingle copie8, six cen ts. 
Publishers, A. HARTHILIJ & CO. ,  No. 20 North William-street, New 
York. _ 5 1  

THE BUILDER IS THE OLDEST, 'fHE BEST, AND 
the most generally useful paper published fbr the architect, bUilder, 

t�ffd\��" �n��::�
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O[h:l�r��e��yy'::J ��t�'::!:�t�� 
gratis, the magn
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1
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the most splendid public building of modern times, worth of itself more 
than twice the price of a year's subscription. 

Published weekly. Pliee $
:r'lf'ci'fis B. MONCK Publish.r, 

52* No. 89 NaSRall�str�et (Sun build ing) , New York. 
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HOMES FOR 'l'HI� INDUSTRIOUS, 

IN THE 
GARDEN STATE OF THE WEST. 

THE 
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD CO)[PANY 

HAVE FOR SALE 
1,200,000 ACRES OF RICH FARMING LANDS, 

in 
l'RAOTS OF FORTY ACRES AND UPWARD, 

011 
LONG CREDIT AND AT LOW PRICES. 

The attention of the enterprising and industriolls portion of the com· 
nunity is directed to the follmving statements and liberal indllcements 
'ffered them by the 

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY, 

which, as they will perceive, will enable them, by proper energy, per. 
'e\rernnce and industry, to provide comfortable homes for them�elyes 
nd families, with, comparatively speaking, very little capital. 

I. LANDS OF ILLINOIS. 

No state in the VaUey of the lIississippi offers ,0;0 great an inducement 
o the settler as the State of IllinQis. There is no portion of the world 
where all of the conditions of climate and soil so admirably combine to 
roduce those two great staples-corn and wheat-as the prairies of 
llinois. 

II. EASTERN AND SOUTHERN �[ARKETS. 

These lands are contiguous to a 1': , ; : )  " \ .1 700 miles in lrn �;thl which 
onnects wilh other roads, and navigable bku .. dnd riYI�l'S, thns a£foJ'd

iug an unbroken communication with the Eastern and Southern mar
kets. 

III. RAILROAD SYSTEM OF ILLINOIS. 

Over $100,000,000 of private capital have been oxpended on the railrottd 
ystem of Illinois. Ina,smuch as part of the income from se\"eral of 

these works, with a. valuable public fund in lands,-go to diminish the 
State expenses, the taxei'l"arE' light;' and must: �onsequently, every day 
decrease. 

IV. THE STATE DEBT. 

The State debt is only $10)05,398. 14, and, within the ,last three years 
hlis been redHced $2,959,746.80; and we may rf!asonably expect that in 
t�n years it will bacome extinct. 

V. PRESEN1' POPULATION. 

The State is rapidly filling up \\;th population ; 868,026 perBons having 
been added since 18.50, making the present population 1 ,719,4.96-a ratio 
of 102 pel' cent in t�n yenTs. 

VI. AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS. 

The agricultural products of Illinois are greater than those of any 
other State. The produets sent out during the past year exceeded 
1,500,000 tuns. 'fhe 'wheat crop of 1860 approaches 35,000,000 of bushels, 
while the corn crop yields not less than 140,OOO,OOO�bushels. 

VII. FERTILITY OF THE SOIL. 

Now-here can the industrious farmer secure such immediate results 
for his labor as upon these prairie soils, they being composed of a deep, 
rieh loam, the fertility of which is unsurpassed by any on the globe. 

VIII. TO ACTUAL CULTIVATORS. 

Rince 1854, the company have sold 1,300,000 acres. They sell only to 
actual cultivators, and every contract contains an agreement to culti
vate. The road has been constructed through these lands a t an expense 
of $30,000,000. In 1850, the population of t.he furty-ninp- counties 
through which it pa.sses was only 335,593, since which 479,923 have belm 
added. making the whole population 814,891-a gain of 143 per cent. 

IX. EYIDENCES OF PROSPERITY. 

As an evidence of the thrift of the people, it may be stated that 600,000 
tuns of freight, including 8,600,000 bushels of grain and 25(\000 barrels 
of fionr, were forwarded over the line last yefl,r. 

PRICES AND TER:.[S OF PAY}lENT. 

The prices of these lands vary from $6 to $25 per acre, according to 
location, qu'nlity, &c. First-class farming lands sell for about $10 or 
$12 per acr,, ; and the relative expense of subduing prairie laud as com
pared ,vith wood land is in the ratio of 1 to 10 in favor of the former. 
'rhe terms of sale for the hulk of these lands will be 

ONE YEAR'S INTEREST IN ADV AlWE, 

at six per cent per annnm) and six interest notes at six per cent, payable 
respectively in one, two, three, four, H\'e and six years from date of 
sale i and four notes for principal, payable in four, five, six and seYen 
years from date of sale j the contract stipulating that one-tenth of the 
tract purchased shall be fenced and cultivated, each and every year, for 
five years from the date of sale, so that, at the end of five years, one-half 
shall he fenced and under cultivation. 

TWENTY PER CENT WILL BE DEDUC1'ED 

from the valuation for cash, except the same should be at six dollars pel' 
acre, when the cash price will be 11\'e dollars. 

Pamphlets descriptive of the lands, soil, climate, prodnctions, prices, 
and terms of payment, can be hall on application to 

J. W. FOSTER, Land Commisioner, 
Illinois Central Railroad, 

Chicago, Ill. 
For the names of the towns, villages and �cities lituated upon the 

Illinois Central Railroad, see pages 18B, 189, 190, Appleton's Railwa.y 
Guide, 
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SEMI-STEEL. SEMI.STEEL LOCOMOTIVE TIRES, FIRE-BOX AND 
Tube Sheets, and Boiler Plates. 

PATENT LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES, WITH 
other information of importance to Im�entors, Patentees and As

signees. 
JUST ISSUED, 

Warranted fiftr per cent stronger and more durable than the best 
Low Moor qualitIes of iron. St:t����ft ��
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TIRES-Rolled, blocked and welded to fit any given diameter of tive to the mode of apr1ying for patents, forms of specifications, caveats, 
re-issues, additional Improvements, assignments, &c. ; the rules fo center. 

PLATES-Rolled and cut to any pattern and size ordered. 
Rolled and Hammered Bars, Axles and Forgings of same metal. 
Any further information desired will be furnished, and all orders 
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patented machines, the penalty for neglecting to put on the correct 
date, and other information of importance to every inventor, patentee 
or (tssignee in the United States. 1 13-:+ Albany Iron ·Works, Troy, N. Y. The work also contains an epitome of the laws of foreign conntries 
with directioll:;; how to secure im'entions abroad. 

PORTER'S IMPROVED GOVERNOR. 
'1'he reputat.ion of these governors is well established. Parties 

troubled with unsteady power may send for them in entire confidence. 
They never fail. � 

'fhis hand-book has been carefully prflpared by the editors of the 
SCI:H:NTH'IC AMERICA.N, and it is beheved contains more informat.ion 
��}�:-��V���!!
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The numerOllS valves in use are all equally good, if well made ; the 
form of the opening is imm<l.terial. The governors are waITanten to 
work perfectly with any and all valves, which moye f"reely and close 
tolerably tight. 

A style is made expressly adapted to waterwheels, to ,,,hich they will 
give a perfectly uniform motion, under any variation of rc • ..,i8tance. 

I have long done with troubling my customers for certHicates j bnt am 
able to refer to a large number of parties now using this governor in a 
majority of the Stat.es of the Union. 

r w111 sen� a gO\:ernor to any responsible party for trial. If it does not 
operate pertecUy It may be returnee!. 

A liberal discount to the trade, whose orders will always be promptly 
filled. 

1 13 
CHARLES T. PORTER, 

No. 235 W·est Thirteenth-street, corner of Ninth-avenue, 
New York City. 

MACHINE BELTING, STEAM PACKING, ENGINI<J 
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to leather, at one-third less price. The Steam Packing is made in every 
variety, and warranted to stand 300 degs. of heat. The Hose never needs 
oiling, and is warranted to stand any required pressure ; together with 
all varleties of rubber adapted t.o mechanical purposes. Directions, price
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SPECIAL N01'ICE TO - RAILROAD MANAGERS, 
Steamboat and l\HUowners, and other parties u!"\ing Lubricating 

Oil.'l.-The undenligned beg: leave to of reI' a Lubricator, gmLrantec(l to be 
equal to the best No. 1 Lard Oil, at 40c. per gallon, delivered at }Jitts_ 
burgh, Pa. l'he artICle is used as it comes from the well, without mix� 
ture of preparation of any kmd, thereby insuring uniformity in quality. 

'1'he following, among many other parties, are using th'" article exteu
sive·ly, and can be referred to for information as to its qun.litieR :-Penn� 
sYlvania R. R. Co. ; Cleveland & IJitt.sburgh R. R. Co. ; l'ittRburgh, Port 
\\-'a'Yne & Chicago R. R. Co. i PHtsbur�h & Cornellsville R. R. Co. 

Please send for a barrel of it for trial, for which no charge will ba 
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JJ{V��d��;�e;, Pi���r��;�'h�'p:ddress UNION OIL COl\I-

Please read the following certificat.c:-
THOS. H. LANE, Agent. 

PENNSYLVANIA R. R. Co. , SUPERINTENDENT'S OFFICE, 
'Vestern Division. 

Tnos. H. LANE, Esq. , Agent Union Oil Co.-Dear Sir :-'Ve huye been 
using your Oil exclusiyely for some weeks past for lubricating purpORes 
on engines and cars (passenger and ii'eight), and have fonnd it fully 
equal to the best No. 1 Lard Oil, and possessing the addtional quality ot 
being unatfected by extreme cold. I ha\�e no hesitation in recommend
ing it to railroad and other companie mling lubricating oils. 

ANDREW CAR�EGA, Supt. of 'Yestern Division. 
Pittsburgh, Pa. , Dec. 24., U:!60. 4: 4* 

60 000 POUNDS PRESSURE BY ONE MAN 'S 
• exortion and an instantaneous brake motion.-)fil-
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r J�:' Jersey and Ne\'{ York State Fairs in 1860, is now 01rered to the pllhUc on 
reasollftble terms, and \varranted to give satisfaction. Address DAVID L. MILLER, Madison, No J. 4 6* 

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE-TO SELL " CAR-
pentry Made Easv, or Every )fan his Own Builder," and the 

. .  Elements of Handraihilg " the best work extant. 
4 5* JAS. CHALI.EN & SON, Publishers, Philadelpeia, Pa. 

GUILD & GARRISON'S STEAM PUMPS FOR ALL 
kinds of independent Steam Pumping, for sale at NOR. 55 and 57 

First·street, ,"Vil1i�msburgh, L. I. , and No. 74 Beekman-street, New 
York. 1 26J GUILD, GARRISON & CO. 

MASON'S PATENT srrORE WINDOW VENTILATOR 
(patentt;d Jan. 24, 1860), totally prevents condensation, frost, heat, a.nd the re�ult.ll1g �arnage to goods exposed in show windo-ws. R�hts, 

��1�;ih��t���ei!hff:d��1hl��Pa.
APPlY to S. R. MASON, No. 1,522

1 ��th 
-- -.--��---���--.•.. --- - -- ----- -.-.-.--� 

IRON PLANERS, ENGINE LAT�S; AND OT�R 
. )Tachinists' Tools, of superior quality, au hand and finishing, and 
for sale low ; also Harrison's Grain Mills. For descriptive circular ad
dress New Haven Manufacturing Company, New Haven, Conn. 1 26* 

----���������������� 

CLINTON WIRE CLOTH COMPANY-MANUFACTUH-
ers of PO\yer Loom.,"Vire Cloth, for threshing machines, fan mills, 

grain assort-ers, rice mIlls, locomotive spark�arresters, and all other 
uses, of a superior quality. Contracts made with the trade and large 
consumers, on such terms that they will find it to their interest to take 
their supply from us. Our trademark-I .  P�wer Loom Wire Cloth. " 

C. H. ,"VATERS, Agent and Treasurer, 
2 14* Clinton, .l\fass. 

---------------�����- -��--���-THE TIN, S�ET IRON AND COPPERSMITHS' PRAC
TICAL CO)'IPANION will be sent by mail, ii·ee of pO.'ltago, to 

any part of the United States, on the receipt of 75 cents. Circulal' of 
contents sent gratis. Address BLINN & BATTLE, Detroit, l\Uch. 

2 4* 

HARIUSON'S GIUST MILLS-20 ,  30, 36 AND 48 
inehes diameter, at $100, $200, $300 and $400, ,y!th all the modern 

improvements. Also, Portable and Stationary St.eam Engines of all 
sizes, suitable for suid mills. AIRo, BolterR, ElcYatol's, Belting, &c. 
Apply to S. C. HILLS, No. 12 Platt-street, New York. 3 e3w 

PUMPS ! PilliPS ! !  PUMPS ! !  !-CARY'S IMPROVED 
Rotary Force Pump, unrivaled for pumping hot or cold liqnids. 

Manufactured and sold by CARY & BRAINERD, Brockport, N. Y. 
Also, sold by J. C. CARY, No. 2 Astor House, New York City. 11 13 

�Ut �cnd)tung fiit bClltfd)c  �tfinbCt. 
�ie Unteradcl)neten f)a6en dne 2(nleitun9, bie CZrfinbem 

ba� lBerl}alten angibt, um fid} il}re �atente aU ficl)em, f)er. 
au�gegeben, unb �erabfolgen folcl)e gratHl an biefelben. 

CZrfi"nber, Itlelcl)e nicl)t mit bel' englifd}en 0\lracl)e befannt 
finb, fontten il)re WWtl)ei(ungen in bel' bcutfd}Cll 0\lracl)e 
macl)en. 0fi5aen �Oll CZrfillbungen mit fmoell, bentlicl) gc< 
fcl)ticbcttell lBclcl)teibullgen beliebe mall all abbreffitell all 

�unn � �o •• 
31 Wart \Roltl, lneltl<g)otl. 

m:uf bet .office Itlitb belItfcl) gef\lrocl)ell. 
�afelbft ift au l)aben : 

like nature which has ever been published. 
Price, single copies, hy mail, 25 cents ; five copies for $1 j fifty copi�s 

for $8. 
MUNN & CO. ,  

Publishers of the Scientific American, 
No. 37 Park--row, New York. 

THE " NEW YORK OBSERVER, "  A RELIGIOUS AND 
secular family paper, is the largest newBpaper in the ,,,orld. Pub · 

lished weekly, and devoted to religious, literary, and 8ec111ar intelligence 
of every variety. Its mammoth sheet is so arranged as to constituw 
two complete newspapers-the one religions and the other secular
each of " .. ·hich is larger than a majority of its contemporaries. It is not 
sectarian in reli�ion, nor partisa.n in politics, but nesigned for a pleasing 
and instructive companion in every evangelical Christian iamily. It- is 
thoroughly conservative, and opposed to all the disorganizing iRms of tlw 
day. A large number of the best writers of the age as Rpef'ial contribu
tors and correspondents, in all thc principal countries of" the world, Urf-l 
united with a. full editorml corps of long experience, to give interest and 
value to t.he paper. The Religions Depart-went, besides its p.ditori:.LI 
articles amI correspondence, contains a summary of the most important 
movements of all Christian denominations. 'fhe Secular Sheet, ill 
fl����
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rate reports of money, produce, cattle\ and other markets, up to the 
time of going to press. The price of the , .  Observer " is $2.50 a year iu 
advance. To e\'ery person sending us the names of fi�'e new subscri}). 
ers, \vith one year's payment in advance ($12.50), ,ve WIll give the sum 
of $5, which may be deducted from the Sllm tin'wfll'ded to u;;,. Addre.'�.s

�IDNEY E. MORSE, J R" & CO . ,  
1 5 �=--=-���--.--- No. 37 Pf-Lrk-row, New �5.�� 

D��SIGNS AND PRAC'l'ICAL EXAMPI�ES IN BUILD
ING AND CARPEXTRY.-In four parts, all bound ill oue 

vulume, and containing t.hirty-two full page plateR, beautifully prill ted 
on Hue paper j with full description of each plateJ}Yl'ittcn exprpf.;sly fOl' 
illis work by one of the editors of THE ARCHITECTS' AND �lE ·  
CHANICS' ·JOL'RNAL. , '1'his work pl'el-lcnts the  c:heappst eollectioll o f  
bf��.��l�u��ti!flSO:;�·y��\�)L{�ll i.l���!!.��
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GIFFARD 'S BOILER INJECTOR-FOR SUPPLYING 
water to boilers by direct pressure of steam without the interven" 

tion of any machinery. l'he attention of engineers and others illlerestect. 
is im'ited to these newh� invented inRtl'umenlR, now on exhihilion Hud 
for sale by CHARLES \\f. COPELAND, No. 122 Broadway, New York. 

24 13' 
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OIL ! OIL ! OIL !-POR RAILROADS, STEAMERS, AND 
for �fachinery And Bnrning.-Po::lse's Improved Ma.chinery and 

Burning 011 will save 1Uty per cent, and will not gum. 'fhis Oil pos� 
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ough and practical test. Our most skillful engineers and machilllst!'l 
pronounce it superior to and cheaper than any other, and the only oil 
that is in all cases reliable and will not gum. The ScmNTIFIC Al'rmmCAN, 
after several tests, pronounces it H superior to any other they hrtYe �v('r 
used for macbinery." For sale only by the Inventor and Manllfaetur�r, 

F. �. PEASE, 
No. 61 )'Iain"st.reet, Buffalo, N. Y. 

N. B.-Reliable orders filled for any part of' the United States !tIlIi 
Europe. 1� 13 

HOUSEHOJ,D ARTICLE FOR EVERYDAY USE--
Pat.ent for sale.-A self-soaping Scrubbing Bath or Nail Brush ,  

Can be got up cheap ; an excellent opportunity to make money. Patent 
granted:M. ay 22, 1860. Address -WM. TUSCH, Box No. 773 New York 
Post Olllce. 18 

HAYDEN SANDERS & C O . ,  NO. 306 PEARL·STREET, 
New York, manufacture e\�ery variety ot' bmss work for portable 

steam engines, whistles, valves, oil cups, gage cocks, &c. 21 13* 

BOILER PLATE PUNCHES. - RUST'S P ATEN'f, 
manufactured and sold by the proprietor of the patcnt\ S. C. 

HILLS, No. 12 Platt-street, New York. Priee $150. 1 em 

SOLID EMERY VULCANITE.-WE ARE NOW MANU· 
facturing ,'{heels of this remarkable substance for cutting, grind� 

ing and polishing metals, that "lill ont.wear hundreds of t.he kind com· 
monly used, a.nd will do a much greater amount of work in the same 
time, and more efUcieutly. All interested can see them in operation at 
at onr warehouse, or circulars describing them will be furnished hy 
mail. 

1 13 
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C L .  GODDARD , A GENT ,  NO. 3 BOWLING GREEN, 
• New York. Only nULuufactnrer of the Steel Ring and 801hl 

Packing Burring ..'t:1achines and Peed Rolls for ,"Vool Cards, &c. 25 26* 

STOVER MACHINE CmfPANY, No. I3 PLATT·STREE'l' , 
New York-).Ianufacturers 0[" Stove.r's Patent Eagle Molding .Ma

chine, for cuttmg and planing irregular forms of every descriRI ion-il
lustrated in No. 25, Vol. I., SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN-and of the Bloyer & 
Catlin Patent Combination Planing Machine-illustrated in No. 19, Yol. 
IL, SCIl1:NTIFIC AMERICAN. Also, all kinds of ¥lood and Iron lahor-
saving machinery, Railroad Supplies, &c., &c. P 

SCIENTIFIC REPORTING.-PATENT SUITS, INVOLV· 
ing qHestions of seience or mechanics, 'reporte� verbatim : Rci

entifie lectures, or the proceedingI'> of scientific SOCIeties, either re" 
ported 

i
n full or conuensed, by HENRY 1\1. PARKHURST, of thA firm 

of Burr & Lord, Short-hand 'Vriters and Law Reporters, No. 1,2l 
NasBan�street, New York. Ht 

S 'fEPHENS' DYES FOR STAINING INFERIOR WOOD 
to imitate black walnut, mahogany, satin wood, rosewood, or oak. 

Specimens and prospectuses sent to all parts of the States on receipt at' 
15 cents. C. J. REILLY, No. 70 'Villiam-street, New York. 1 tl* 

THE NEW BRICK MACHINE IS GRADUALLY EX
tending over the United States and Canada j is wor�ed by one 

man, by horse and by steam ; makes from 4,000 to 25,000 brIcks a day ; 
costs from $75 to $400. For further particulars in a pamphlet giving fnU 
instructions on brick-setting and burning, address, enclosing thl"f'e 
stamps, FRANCIS H. Sl\H'fH, Baltimore. 1 6·:0-

NEW SHINGLE MACHINE-THAT WILL RIVE AND 
Shave 24,000 Shingles in a day, for sale by S. C. HILLS, No. 12 

Platt-street, New York. 1 tf 

';9ie �ateuHf)erete bet �eteiuigteu $taafeu, WOODWORTH PLANERS-IRON FRAMES TO PLANE 
18 to 24 inches wide, at $90 to $110. For sale by S. C. HILLS, 

No. 12 Platt-street, New York. 1 tf 
ttebft ben \Regelll ullb bet @efSJaftaorbmlllg bet �atent� 
.office ullb m:llleitllllgcll fUt CZrfillber um filt) �atente au 
fid/em, ill bell lBer. 0t. foltlol)l al� ill �urO\la. i\'emer 2(llG� 
,Uge au� ben �atellt<@efe�en frember �allbet ullb barauf 
be,iiglicl)e \Ratl)fcl)lage ;  ebellfaU� lliiJillicl)e �illfe fiir CZrftn� 
bel' unb folcl)e, Itlelcl)e \latentiwn Itlolfen. 

�reil!j 20 c.ttlij., lIet !110ft 26 c.ttlij. 

A 1rIESSIEURS LES INVENTEURS-A VIS IMPORTAN'l'. 
Les Inventeurs non familiers avec la langue Anglaise et qui pre

f�reraient nous communiqueI' leurs inventions en FranQais, peuvent 
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Beront reQues en confidence. 
MUNN & Co. , SOIBN'rIFIO AMERIOAN Office, No. 87 Park-rowl New 

Y�rk. 
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Improved Mole Plow. 

n seems that underground draining still calls for 
improvements in mole plows. The object of the one 
which we here illustrate is to so adj ust the mole as to 
make a straight channel, vertically as well as horizon
tally, so that the water may flow freely down this uni
form grade. To accomplish this,  the mole is pivoted 
at its rear end to the bottom of the coulter , so that 
its point may be turned up or down , and a sight 
tube is arranged upon the top of the beam, in such 
connection with the mole that the two will be al
ways parallel with each other, so that by pointing the 
tube at a target, the mole will be directed at a point 
directly below the target, corresponding in distance 
with the distance of the tube from the mole . 

The mole, A (Fig. 2 of the annexed cuts) , is made 
of the usual form, with the enlargement at its rear 
end made in a separate piece . The mole is pivoted at 
e, to the coulter, B, which enters a slot in the middle 

.2 

�ht Jclttdific �tntrit1ttt. 
watches the level in the block, G, and whenever any 
deviation of the mole from the grade is indicated, he 
brings it hack to position hy turning the screw, k. 

Another office is also performed by this supplement
ary beam. A stiff elliptic spring,  l, being interposed 
between the end of the screw and the hearn, J, with 
an indicator point, m, on the free end of the spring, 
the pressure of the heam downward on the top of the 
sod, and the corresponding pressure upward of the top 
of the mole , are constantly indicated. As there is a 
certain pressure upward of the mole , which it is de
sirable to exert, in order to close the top of the chan
nel perfectly, the attendant is ahle constantly to ad
just this pressure by turning the screw, k, so as to 
keep the indicator, m, in the same position. When 
the serew, k, is turned, however, for the purpose of 
bringing the mole to grade, the position of the indi
cator, m, will be altered. 

The beam of this plow, like other mole plows, is 

c 
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GILLET'S IMPROVED MOLE PLOW. 

of the mol e ,  and a rod, j, connected by a pivot to the 
forward part of the mole, passes up through a hole in 
the coulter and is furnished with a screw and hand 
wheel at its upper end, by means of which the point 
of the mole may he turned either up or dowu . Upon 
the top of the beam, with one end directly over the 
hand wheel, is placed the level block, G, Fig. 3, with 
the sight tube, h, upon its side.. One end of the block, 
G, rests upon the hearing, i, which is directly over the 
pivot, e, at the rear end of the mole, and the other end 
of the hlock, G, rests upon the top of the rod, j, 
hence, as this rod is moved up or down, to vary the 
vertical direction of the mole, the end of the hlock, 
G, is carried up or down with it, and thus the sight 
tuhe, h, is kept always parallel with the mole. After 
the mole is placed in the ground, for the commence
ment of the ditch at one end, the hand wheel is turned 
to carry the rod, t, up or down, until the sight tuhe, 
h, points to a target placed at the opposite end of the 
ditch, at a distance ahove the level at which it is de
sired the ditch shall terminate, corresponding to the 
distance of the sight tuhe from the mole. This, of 
course, causes the mole to point exactly to the desired 
level at the end of the diteh. 

To ascertain whether the mole is running in the de
sired grade during every portion of its passage from 
one end of the diteh to the other, a spirit glass is fit
ted into the hlock, G, in a manner so as to he adjust
ahle vertically, and after the position of the mole is 
fixed at the commencement of the ditch, the glass is 
hrought to a level. Any departure, now, of the mole 
from the line of the established grade, will be indi
cated by the tipping of the glass from its level po
sition. 

For the purpose of keeping the mole at the desired 
grade, in the passage of the beam over slight inequal
ities in the surface of the ground, the supplementary 
heam, J, is provided. This heam is pivoted at its for
ward end to the main beam, while the rear ends of the 
two are held apart hy the stiff screw, k. An attendant 

provided at its forward end with the hroad sled, N, to 
facilitate its sliding over the ground, hut a modifica
tion of the mode of connecting with the draft line is 
introduced into this plow. A metal l'od, 0, is pivoted 
to the main frame at p, aud is made adj ustahle at its 
forward end, in order to permit the line of draft to he 
varied horizontally. 

The patent for this invention was granted, through 
the Scientific American Patent Agency, on the 15th of 
January, 1861 (the claims will be found on another 
page) ; and further information in relation to it may 
be ohtained hy addressing the inventor, Homer Gillet, 
at Lyndon, Ill . 
--------�---------

Spiking Cannon. 

The Pittsburg Despatch contains the following inter
esting information :-There is no method of spiking a 
cannon which will forever prevent its use. If the spike 
is made of iron or unhardened steel , it may he removed 
hy the drill . If it is loosely inserted, or without much 
force, it may be hlown out hy firing a charge of gun
powder placed in the hottom of the hore. But if the 
spike is made of hardened steel , to fit the vent closely, 
and is driven in with great force, and if its lower end 
is made soft and riveted within the bore, then neither 
the drill nor gunpowder can remove it; the vent re
mains permanently closed. The remedy, in such cases, 
is to drill a new vent, which may he done without im
pairing the serviceableness of the gun. A ne\v vent 
may he drilled in any cannon by a skillful machinist 
in two or three hours. 

In experimental firing, when a vent becomes too 
much worn and enlarged, we drill a new one, and 
sometimes as many as three or four vents are made in 
the same gun, and many hundred fires are made after
wards. 

During the recent Crimean war, an article relative. 
to spiking cannon was published in the London Pi1lie$, 
in which it was asserted that the use of a new patept 
spilr/l would destroy the serviceableness of the gun: 

The spike was descrihed as a piece of finely tempered 
steel, turned to fit the vent, hut to move freely in it, 
and turning out in a forked spring in the hore. This 
spike, it was alleged, could not be removed, as it 
would turn readily with the drill ; hut it seems 
that the possihility of cutting or breaking off the 
tongs or forks of the spring inside the harrel was not 
considered. The communication given ahove, from 
high authority, may he looked upon as conclusive that 
the worst effect of spiking would he a few hours' de
lay in the use of the guns-often an important matter. 

. .. . .  
INVENTIVE GENIUS OF NORTH SAN JUAN , CAL. -The 

Hydraulic Press of the ahove place says :-" Our little 
town has produced its full proportion of inventive 
genius. The following comprises the list, viz :  Messrs. 
Frank Smith and J. B. Low are the inventors of a dis
trihutor or water hox, to attach to the lower end of 
hydraulic pipe s ;  Mr. R. H. Dunning is the inventor of 
a valuahle undercurrent; Mr. A. M. Winham has ap
plied for a patent for an ingenious, though perfectly 
simple, process of hose coupling; Messrs. Holden and 
Amsbury claim that they have improved upon the 
same invention; Frank Smith has also introduced an 
improved half screw coupler, for which he claims a 
patent; Messrs. L. F. CUshman and J. S. French are 
engaged in perfecting an improved . rock drill, for 
which they have secured a patent. 'These gentlemen 
are all at the present time residents of the town. " 
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